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PRACTICE RRE — Murray City Firemen got in some practical experience in a training exercise this morning in the
1300 block of Main Street. An abandoned house, owned by Tom Emerson, was set on fire and used for training put-
-poses by the firemen The house, locatedbehind4he Dairy Queen, had hurried on several previous occasions, and
had suffered serious damage. It was burned to the ground this Morning Staff Photo by David HMI
'Dozens' More Bodies May Be Found
_
At Least 60 Killed In Flash
flood In Big Thompson Canyon
LOVELAND, Colo. (AP) — Survivors
of a weekend flash flood huddled on
mountainsides and in isolated homes
today as rains and winds forced a delay
in air rescue attempts. Officials said
the flood killed about 60 persons, and
they said "dozens" more bodies may be
;ound.
Authorities said recovery of the dead
from the Big Thompson River Good,
Billie Downing Appointed
To Conference Committee
Gov. Julian M. Carroll has appointed
Billie Downing of Murray to the Ken-
tucky White House Conference Com-
mittee on Handicapped Individuals.
Mrs. Downing is assistant professor
in special education and director of the
learning disorders division at Murray
State University.
The 19-member committee is
planning four regional consumer
meetings which will prepare Kentucky
for a national conference on han-
dicapped individuals.
Mrs. Downing views the conferences
as ways to "develop a true assessment
of needs in the state which Kentucky
does not have."
"Before we can come up with
solutions, we have to pinpoint problems
and critical issues," she says. She
hopes the results will be federal and
state legislation to help eradicate the
problems.
A continuum of education op-
portunities is a must for handicapped
persons, especially for exceptional
children, according to Mrs. Downing,
who, as an educator has had experience
in this area. "I see education as very
important. We need continuing classes
for exceptional children, not just
special classes here and there."
She was not fully aware of the
physical mobility problems some
people face until the committee started
looking for places to hold the meetings.
-If architectural barriers to physically
handicapped persons can be completely
removed, we will have really ac-
complished a lot."
Mrs. Downing sees a great need for
public education and acceptance of the
handicapped persons as a productive
member of society. By becoming more
knowledgeable about the problems and
abilities the handicapped have just like
everyone else — people in general will
feel more comfortable with them.
"People tend to back off from what they
don't understand." she said.
The ways people react to han-
dicapped persons, when often they
should not react differently at all, are
the results of lack of knowledge, not
intention, she added.
Times dates and places for Ken-
tucky's four regional conferences will
be set in August.
Conference participants will con-
centrate on health, educational, social,
economic and special concerns (in-
cluding problems of the severly han-
dicapped, civil rights and service
delivery) of handicapped persons.
Their recommendations will be taken
to Washington in May 1977, for the first
National White House Conference on
Handicapped Individuals.
The outcoiqes of this national meet-
ing are ex*ted to influence future
legislation, promote general publit
understanding and acceptance of
handicapped and improve conditions
for both physically and mentally
handicapped individuals.
Cloudy and Cool
Mostly cloudy and cool this afternoon
with a high in the low to mid 70s.
Clearing and cool tonight. Low in the,
mid to upper 50s. Mostly sunny and
continued cool Tuesday with a high in
he mid to upper 70s. Partly cloudy and
warmer Wednesday.
SPEClAr CONCERN—Gov. Julian M. Carroll presents Billie Downing of
Murray with a certificate of appointment to the Kentucky White House
Conference on Handicapped Individuals. ?Art bowning is an associate
professor in special education at Murray Ste University.
reported strewn along the walls of the
Big Thompson Canyon, was their last
priority. Dave Feldman, chief of in-
vestigative services for police in
nearby Fort Collins, said it could take
weeks to locate the dead, and some
never may be found.
Nearly 150 National Guardsmen, law
enforcement officers and volunteers
. waited for orders as search leaders -
mapped their strategy.
Helicopters were to be used today to
ferry the survivors, many of whom
were trapped on inaccessable patches
of high ground, to safety. But the rain
that began again Sunday night con-
tinued today, grounding air rescue
equipment.
"Helicopters will be grounded until
they can get in, perhaps by noon," said
John Englebert, chief of operations for
the Larimer County Sheriff's Depar-
tment. "We've got steady rains into
Estes Park and some winds."
There was no immediate estimate on
the number stranded. Gov. Richard
Lamm, in asking President Ford for
disaster assistance, said 250 persons






rate rose from 5.1 per cent in May to 6.2
per cent in June accordifig to figures
released today by the Department for
Human Resources. This is below both --
the state rate of 6.5 per cent and the -
national rate of 8.0 per cent for June,
the report said.
The figures also revealed that
Calloway County's unemployment rate
is the lowest of any of the surrounding
counties. The rate for Callowly County
was listed as 5.1 per cent. Rates in
surrounding counties are Fulton 6.9 per
cent. Graves 8.8 per cent, McCracken
6.2 per cent, Marshall 11.7 per cent and
Trigg 5.7 per cent.
Robert MacDonald, chief labor
market analyst for the department,
says one reason for the increase in
unemployment is the number of
students who are seeking summer jobs.
In Western Kentucky, there are an
estimated 15,098 people out of work.
TODAY'S INDEX
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Injured When Hit By Car
A Dexter man remains in serious
condition today at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah after being injured in a car-
pedestrian accident late last night ten
miles east of Murray on Highway 1551.
Kentucky State Police Trooper
Charles Stephenson said Donnie
Hargrove, age 20, of Dexter, was struck
by a car driven by Jimmy Hargrove,
the victim stepped into the path of the
oncoming car. The victim's car was
apprarently parked on the side of the
road at the time of the accident.
A Murray man was injured in a one-
car accident around nine p.m. Sunday
six miles south of Murray on Highway
1828, according to state police.
Scott Scarbrough, Johnson, Ave.,
remains in satisfactory condition today
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after being injured when his
car left the road and struck a tree.
Stephenson, who also investigated that
accident, said Scarbrough told him his
right wheel apparently dropped off the
shoulder, throwing the car out of
control.
Murray City Police reported a two-
NEW PLANNER—New Murray
City Planner Stephen H. Lea began
his new duties this morning at City
Hall. Zee is a 1976 graduate of
Murray State University with a
degree in urban and regional plan-
ning. He is originally from Graves
County. Zea and his wife Kathy
have one daughter, age two. They
plan to move to Murray in the im-
mediate future from their present
home in Wingo. Photo by David Hill
Senior Lifesaving
Course is Offered
A Senior or Advanced Lifesaving
class is being offered by the Red Cross
this week. The hours are 7:00 a. m. to
8:00 a. m. beginning Tuesday, August 3.
The pool fee will be $4.00 and the
textbook is $2.25. Enrollment and
purchase of books will be at the chapter
office in the courthouse.
A Red Cross Canoeing class is also
being offered with hours from 8:00-9:00
a. m. This class meets on Tuesday and
Thursdays at the city-county pool.
These classes complete the summer
program for Red Cross classes.
Approximately 497 children and adults
participated, Instructors were June
Nicholson, Mitt - Peebles, Jeannie
Jeffries, Joyce Betsworth, Judith Reed,
Samantha Posey. Water Safety Aides
were Laura Shinners and Donnie
Henry.
The Calloway County Water Safety
Chairman is Dr. Chad Stewart. Nancy
Garrison of the Red Cross office was in
charge of the summer Learn-To-Swim
. Program.
car accident which injured three
persons Friday night.
Cars driven by Robert W. Bramlett,
Hazel, and Barry4. Thomas, 415 North





If •106, I •
12th and Glendale at 10:35 p.m. Friday.
Bramlett; Linda Turbett, Riviera
Courts; and Sharla Stanley, also of




ONE INJURED — Scott Scarbrough, of Murray, remains hospitalized at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital today in satisfactory condition after
being injured in a one-car accident south.of Mika/Oast
Statf Photo by David Fe
Letterman Named Young
Dairymen Club Officer
Keith Letterman, Route 2, Murray,
was elected second vice-president of
the Young Dairymen Club of the
Paducah Division of Dairymen, Inc. at
their Annual Meeting held in Mayfield
Tuesday night. He and his wife Katie
were also named finalists in the Out-
standing Young Dairy Farm Couple
Contest for 1976.
faiffiroperatea a 60-cow dairy farm
consisting mostly of registered Jerseys
and has been in the business four years.
His future plans are to buys dairy farm
of his own where he now leases land,
also to increase herd size and improve
quality.
Keith serves as vice-president of
Calloway County DHIA and is president -
of Calloway County Young Adult
Farmers Class. For the past two years
he has received an award for the top
producing Jersey herd in Kentucky. He
believes in the cooperative marketing
of his product for a fair and dependable
price and believes in the support of his
cooperative through support and
participation. He is very enthusiastic
about the advertising program and
promotion of milk and farmer owned
processing facilities.
Keith and Katie have two children,




The Murray City Police Department
will sell about 11 bicycles by sealed bid
Thursday, according to an an-
nouncement made today: —
The bicycles are ones that have been
recovered and have not been claimed
by their owners. Persons wanting to
inspect the bikes and make bids may do
so at the police station, City Hall, Fifth
404 Poplar.
RNAL1STS—Keith and Katie let-
terman, Rt. 2, Murray, were
finalists in the "Outstanding Young
Dairy farm Couple for 1976" com-
petition held by the Young
Dairymen Club, Paducah Division
of Dairymen, Inc. Keith was named




Up On Two Days
The 1976 Laker Annuals have arrived
at the Calloway County High School and
distribution of the annuals will be on
wednesday and Thursday.
Seniors from the 1976 graduating
class may pick up their annuals from
4:00 to 7:00 p.m. at the school.
Other class members may get their
annuals on Thursday from 5:00 to 8:00
p. m .
The annuals.wilk, be given out by the
1976 annual staff at the concession'
stand in the gym and persons are asked
-to use the rear entrance, according to
Miss Kathie Broach, 1976 Laker Editor,
and Mrs. Luna Greer, annual sponsor.
The 1976 annual was dedicated to Mrs.
Carol Sloan, biology teacher at the
school.
CONGRAT Lib% 110 NS BY HORTIN—Dr. U. Hortin (left;, one of five faculty members in the Jesse Stuart Creative
Writing Workshop at Murray State University July 12-30, offers congratulations to some of the Calloway countians
awarded certificates at the fonclUsion of the workshop. They are (from right) Quint Guier, Lyman Pearson, Lynda
Coleman, Edith Story, and Gladys Jarrett Hortin, who retired from his post as chairman of the Department of Jour-
nalism at Murray State in 1974, taught the articles class, while. Stuart taught the short story class. Other classes in-
cluded poetry, novel, and writing for children. I.
•
v




PhilliPi P..- Carson, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Miti---aldartha
—Thorn,- --Mt-- MulberrY,
Murray, Roy E. Calhoon, Rt.
Hazel, Mrs. . Mary A.
Dillard, Rt. 1, Box VM, Clin-
ton, Mrs. Julia L Notes and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Calvert City,
Mrs. Virginia P. Clark, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara James
and Baby Boy, 6, Box 315,
Murray, Mrs. Pamela J.
Melton and Baby Boy, A-8
Coach Est., Murray, Mrs.
Attie Salyers, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Ronald G. Ferguson, New
Concord, Brian S. Foster, 814
N. 19th., Murray, Mrs.
Katheryn S. Watson, 814 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Margaret T.
Dunn, Rt. 6, Box 84-AB,
Murray, Mrs. Lorene Colson,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Murrell
Goheen, ftt. 7, Box 10, Murray,
Mrs. Elizabeth Dowdy, 104 N.
9th., Murray, Mrs. Marie G.
Oglesby, 1604 Calloway,
Murray, H.L. Clark, Rt. 2,
Murray, John D. House, Rt. 1,
Clinton, Mrs. Mary M. Hut-
chens, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Carrie E. McNabb, Fern
Terrace 1.4., Murray, Mrs.
Rosa E. Arrin (expire:ED-3qm
Terrace 14g., Murray.
Aline Arnold (center) and Virginia. Foster (right), both of Paducah, search for birds
while Lisa Hugus (left), a practicum student in environmental education, checks her
bird guide for identification. "Nature's Colorful Songsters" is just one of many en-
vironmental education programs each month in Land Between the Lakes, TVA's public
demonstration area in environmental education and outdoor recreation in western
Kentucky and Tennessee. Other programs include children's ecology walks, hayrides,
broom making demonstrations, critter hikes, and slide shows.
Family Doctor Is Making a Comeback
at the center. He talked to her
in detail about her medical
hstory, discussed her test rta
suits and X-rays and prescribed
a treatment.
She will be one of his patients
during the three years he is at
th.? center and — since he plans
to practice in the county —'he
can go on seeing him later.
Domt -
e recognized specialists in medi-
and the leader of the five-year
Department of Family Practice
ty."Whieefaroef attempting nopstipitalt,os npree-w
vent the fragmentation of
tine's newest and oldest field:
it.to.beeome_sare," said Dr. Richard J. Lil-t-- " 'They-are doing
Make a Move!' family practice. struggle to establish the center.... The residents are developing
their skills at the hospital's "We are attempting to dupli-
Family Health Care Center, cate iihat a man will do in his
which is planned to care for 700 office for the rest of his U.
families or single persons. You want to keep everything in











CHEVERLY, Md. (AP) —
The old-time family doctor is
on his way back.
Ten young doctors are being
trained at Prince George's
County Hospital here in a
three-year program to do ev-
erything general, practitioners
once did: deliver a baby, set a
broken arm, take care of a
weak heart, even make a house
call in the middle of the night.
is one county resident who
didn't have a family doctor be-
fore she came to the center.
She had gone from one doctor
to another, seeing specialists
who sometimes threatened to
charge her an extra fee if she
spent more than 15 minutes
with them, she said.
She was assigned to Dr. El-
lwood Holland, a June graduate
of the Georgetown Medical
School and a first-year resident
Do you like what you
see in the mirror?
If not, come to "Skinny
School!"




We get results and that's
what "Skinny School is all
about





1 Thru 8/19 I
Lilly emphasized that the
Prince George's Family Center
is not meant to compete with
private doctors.
Dr. Albert Roth, program
coordinator for the center, said
that charges would be com-
parable to the "usual and cus-
tomary fee" charged by a phy-
sician. Lilly predicted that
health care at the center would
cost less than emergency room
or outpatient care.
He reasoned that the center's
doctors would know their
patient's medical histories and
therefore have no need to prac-
tice -defensive medicine" —
ordering extensive, often unnec-
essary tests which the patient
must pay for.
Family practice, both the old-
est and youngest medical field,
has had a board of certifying
examiners only for the last six
years but is generally recog-
nized as the successor to the
traditional general practice.
Lilly expressed his hope of
bringing general practice back
into hospital and medical
school teaching staffs by get-
ting the field recognized as a
specialty.
The program n at Prince
George's General has been gen-
erously aided through federal,
state and local fundings by
agencies which view family
practice as the answer to the
doctor shortage now plaguing
rUral -areas and inner cities.
Fueled by public demand and
government dollars, Lilly said
the number of family practice
residency programs has grown
from 220 to 1,900 across the
country. The University . of
Mar)land has 57 of these
Charles H. Farris
At Amvets Reunion
A meeting of the armed
forces retirees of this area
was held at the Amvets Post 45
at Paris Landing on Wed-
nesday evening and was at-
tended by a large group
representing all branches of
the military service from
counties throughout the
Interlake Region of both
Western Tennessee and
Western Kentucky.
The presence of Ret.
Charles H. Farris of New
Concord, Ky. a WWI Veteran,
was in inspiration to the other
retirees at the meeting, a
spokesman said.
The group endorsed for-
mation of an organization
based on the co-op format to
assist all military retirees in
this region. Typical situations
retirees encounter when




many others. The purpose of
such an organization is to
assist each other in these
matters.
Albert B. Smith was ap-
pointed acting chairman and a
panel of seven will act as
directors and will meet to
prepare the necessary
documents to form a cor-
poration which will be ac-
tivsited at the next regular
meeting scheduled for
Wednesday, August 18th; 7:30
p. m. at the Amvet's Post 45 at
Paris Landing. At this
meeting permanent directors
and officers will be elected.
All armed forces personnel
from throughout the Interlake
Region are urged to attend.
For further information
contact Albert B. Smith,




Lineups for Group of the
Women's Tennis of Murray
Country Club scheduled to
play Thursday, August 5, have








Apperson, and Ann Burke.
Third group—Nancy
Walston, Nancy Whitrner,




Shirley Homra, and .Janice
Austin.
Toy Phi Lambda Sorority Has
Meet At Home Of Joyce Hurt
The Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Omicrom Alpha
Chapter, Woodmen of the
world, met recently at the
home of Joyce Hurt with Carol
McDougal as co-hostess. The
roll was called by Diana Lyons
with ten members answering.
The minutes were read and
approved and the treasurers
report was given.
Donna Garland reported on
the flag presentation held at
the New City-County Park.
Carol McDougal, Loretta
Jobs, Donna Garland, Diana
Lyons represented the
sorority.
The sorority voted to pur-
chase an air chisel for the'
Murray Fire Department. The
motion was made
Ernestine Garland and
seconded by Donna Garland.
The department will be
notified to purchase this
equipment.
Reports were made on the





ments were served and Peggy
Shoemaker won the door
prize.
Members present were
Jtyce Hurt, Donna Garland,
Edna Bogard, Carol
McDougal, Ann Spann,







MR. AND MRS. DA'YTON LASATER are now residing at
their home on Vine Street, Murray, following their wedding on
Friday, July 2, in the chapel of the Seventh and College Church
of Christ, Mayfield.
Bro, W. E. Skipper performed the ceremony at 7:30 p.m.
Miss Valerie Crabtree, sister of the bride, and Don Sylvestrie
were the attendants for the couple.
The bride, the former Beth Crabtree, daughter of Mrs. Myra
Crabtree of Murray, is a graduate of Calloway County High
School and the Madisonville Area Health Occupations School.
She is now employed as a lab technician at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Lasater, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lasater of Murray, is a
graduate of Murray High School and Murray State University.
He is now employed by the Murray Electric Company. .
Murray Country Club
Ladies Golf. Planned
Ladies Day Golf was held
Wednesday, July 28, at the
Murray Country Club with
Betty Scott serving as golf
hostess.
Winners for the day are
listed as follows:
Championship Flight —
Beverly Parker, medalist, and
Betty Lowry, low net. -
First Flight — Margaret
Shuffett, low gross, and
Euldene Robinson, low net.
Second Flight — Jane Fitch
and Lou Doran, tied for low
gross, and Urbena Koenon,
to-s net.
Renewal Flight — Judy
Muehleman, low gross, and
Norma Frank, low putts.
Beginners Flight — Clara
Ingram, low gross, and Vic1r3e
Baker, low putts.
Jane Fitch w!". be golf
hostess for Wednesday,
August 4. Anyone not in the
lineup is invited to come out
and play, and any person
listed who is unable to play is
asked to call Mrs. Fitch, 753-
5994.
Lineups are as follows:
Tee No. One — SECOND




9:05 a. m. — Jean Doxee,
Chris Graham, Louise Lamb,
and Diana Villanova.
9:10 a. m. — Dorothy Fike,
Patsy Miller, Pam Mavitz,
and Beverly Spann.
9:15 a. m. — Lou Doran,
Francis Miller, and Anna
Mary Adams
Tee No. One — FIRST
FLIGHT, 9:30 a. m. — Toni
Hopson, Elizabeth Slusmeyer,
Cathryn Garrott, and Inus
Orr.
9:35 a. m. — Euldene
Robinson, Sue Costello,
Eleanor Diuguid, and Alice
Purdom.
Tee No. One — CHAM-
PIONSHIP FLIGHT, 9:40 a.
m. — Beverly Parker, Phyllis
Kain, Evelyn Jones, and Nell
Roach.
9:45 a. m. — Veneta Sexton,
Euvie Mitchell, Betty Stewart,
and Betty Lowry.
Tee No. Four —RENEWAL
FLIGHT, nine a. m. — Judy
Muehleman, Mary Watson,
Doris Cella, and Beth Belote..
9:10 a. m. —Kitty Freeman,
Carla Rexroat, Ruth Wilson,
.and Juliet Wallis.
- 9:20 a. m. — Norma Frank,
Ruby Poole, and Eddie Mae
Outland.
9:30 a. m. — Exie Hill,
Marilyn Adkins, Jennie
Hutson, and Betty 1,ou Farris.
Tee No. Seven — BEGIN-
NERS FLIGHT, nine a. m. —
Clara Ingram, Vickie Baker,
Janice Howe, and Jo Benson.
9:10 a. m. — Cindy Ashby,
Lorraine Maggard, Polly
Garland, and Billie Carroll.
Good egg
The best single Indicator
of a fresh egg is a thick
white albumen, or white.
An egg may stay fresh aft-
er 30 days under proper
conditions and old in three
days under conditions of
too high temperature and
too low humidity, say Ex-
tension economists at OSU.
Xecath-toise
By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator
New Treatment for Meru
Recent studies in nutrition
and physiology are producing
some radical changes in the
medical management of cer-
tain diseases—ulcers, for in-
stance.
For many years ulcer pa-
tients have been given milk or
cream every hour with anti-
acids in between or, as they
improved, bland foods three
times a day with milk be-
tween meals. The objective
was to neutralize the excess
stomach Acid characteristic of
ulcer patients.
However, by charting the
acid level in the stomachs of
ulcer patients and normal
people, it has been demon-
strated that introducing food
into the stomach stimulates
the production of acid. It
follows that eating frequently
would stimulate a continuous,
high level of acid production.
Clinical tests prove that
this is exactly what happens.
The acid never neutralized
except during the night after
the stomach has been allowed
to rest for several hours. This
indicates that ulcer patients
should not take any food late
in the evening because it
produces, so much itt18 that
the peroon may be awakened
later by pain. A glass of water
before retiring can help to
relieve discomfort that inter-
feres with going to sleep.
Other studies have demon-
strated that ulcer patients
make a better recovery on a
normal diet than on a bland
diet which is deficient nutri
tionally.
The fact that ulcers did Peal
under the older regime illus-
trates the human body's won-
derful capacity to restore
itself in spite of ill-advised
.,treatment. The old ulcer
treatment is fast joining
strychnine, calomel and bleed-
ing in the limbo of outmoded
remedies for disease.
The diet for diverticulitis
has also been completely re-
versdN. Dectors are replacing
the bland diet formerly pre-
scribed with a high-fiber dlet
(whole grains, bran, fruit,
vegetables), which promotes
healthy intestinal action.
_lb -3974 es o. conontettivice of
the H•olth Departmero, General C001-


































































it any new fall coat on
your Happy Yellow Charge




1st payment due - Nov. 10
2nd payment due - Dec.10


















wool and jean coats!
Don't wait
until the selection is gone!
LITT

















































































Mr. 8 Mrs. Osbron
Honored, Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Quentell
Osbron of Puryear were
honored at a surprise Silver
Anniversary party, hosted by
theeir children, in the home of
her sister, Mrs. Eulon
Davidson and Mr. Davidson,
on June 25.
Their children are Mrs.
Paula Miller, Miss Joyce
Osbron, and Miss Margie
Osbron.
On arrival, Mrs. Osbron was
presented a corsage of blue
and white carnations, and Mr.
Osbron was presented with a
white boutonniere.
Guests included Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Hammond of
Puryear; Mr. and Mrs.
Ceylon Alexander of Puryear;,
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. McKnight
of Franklin, Tenn.; Mrs.
Annie Wimberley of Puryear;
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Miller and
daughter, Leigh Ann of
Martin, Tenn., Miss Joyce
Osbron of Martin; Miss
Margie Osbron of Puryear and
Mr and Mrs. Eulon Davidson.
After dinner at Bull
Durhams, they came back to
Mr. and Mrs. Davidson's for
dessert.
The party scene was pretty
-With arrangements of summer
flowers. The serving table was
adorned with. a centerpiece of
blue and white carnations,
pom-poms, and baby's breath,
complemented ty blue can-
dles on a white lace tablecloth.
Thr Murrk.
lArrlarri Time's
On one corner was the silver
punch bowl with blue frosted
punch. 'A white cake decorated
with Happy Anniversary, blue
roses and blue wedding bells.
along with nuts and mints
completed the serving table
After dinner the celebrating
couple was presented many
lovely anniversary gifts.
V't _Miss Nelda Joyce Wim-
berley and Thomas Quentell
Osbron were united in
marriage on June 24, 1951, by
the Rev. Carlos Owens in the
home of the bride with Mr and
Mrs. Gaylon Alexander as




When ordering new drapes
it is necessary to consider
their effect on your comfort in
winter. Drapes that block
warm air register will prevent
sufficient heat from entering
the room, warns the Better
Heating-Cooling Council.
Each time the heat comes up,
they will billow out and dance
around, instead of staying
gracefully in place, while your
thermostat keeps callingtior
heat. If there are elettric
heaters along the outside wall,
the drapes must be cut to hang
about six inches above the
heater. Otherwise there is the
riskt of chatring certain
fabrfes.
Dalton'and Marcia Darnell Are
Winners, Duplicate Bridge Play
Dalton and Marcia Darnell,
from Kirksey, took first place
. at the Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club's regular Wed-
nesday evening meeting.
Second place went to Max
and Kay Carman, while Wally
Ellison and Ann 'Williams
scored third. Also deserving of
special mention are Bob and
Ruth Howard who finished
second-one point out of first
,lace-in the Paris duplicate-p.m.
bridge game on Monday
evening.
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club meets every
Wednesday evening in
Gleason Hall at St. Leo's 
Church on N. 12th St. All
Bridge players are welcome
ax)dinvited to join for fun and
relaxation.
Through its affiliation with
the American Contract Bridge
league the club offers master
points each week, and coffee
and refreshments are
provided. Doors open at 6:30
p.m. and game time is 7:00
advance notice
Super Shef • 69c]
"Big Fun"
e.g Sriei eg thes lage salt. .
clone & turnos,er
"Little Fun" Funmear
All-beef burger, tries, 12 ea sett drink, sweet 79C
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----* .Big Shef 1
Meal Deal $109
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Twin burgels 'Netted cheese
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By Abigail Van Buren
1976 bz Czucago r.oune r news kind IN.
DEAR ABBY: Regarding your advice to those squares in
Illinois who refused to allow their divorced 30-year-old son
to sleep with his girlfriend when they visited, but sent them
off to a motel: Abby, your advice is Victorian.
We also have a divorced son, age 30. Because he is very
much in 4:lye with a very sweet girl, whom we would be
thrilled to have as our daughter-in-law, they sleep together
whenever they visit us. Inasmuch as they live together in
the city where they work, it would be rank hypocrisy for us
to insist that they sleep apart in our home.
Abby, you and those Illinois parents are too concerned
with appearances and what people will think! Why don't
you either advance into the 20th century or retire?
SENSIBLE IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR SENSIBLE: I'm "advanced" enough for most
people, and have no intentions of retiring. I deny the charge
that I am copcerned only with appearances and what people
Will think. If no one knew it but myself, I still would net
approve of my unmarried (though adult I children okapi%
with their lovers in my home.
DER ABBY: I have a 21-year-old *lege educated
&welter who went to live with a young man about a year
ago. At the time, he had no job, and I can only.assurna that
my daughter, who has a job, has been supporting him.
I am 48 and a widow. I live in a home that's much too
large for me, and I have a chanco to sell it.- and relocate, in
--s---a pert of-the country,' love._ It offers mea nen, life,
and I would like to make the move, but would I be deserting
iny daughter?
Perhaps I should remain here in Connecticut in case she
needs me. I told her if I moved to Florida and she wanted to
join me, I would send her the money.
I worry about her, Abby. 'Should I start a new life in
Florida? Or stay near my daughter in case she needs me and
is too proud to ask?
ALWAYS A MOTHER
DEAR ALWAYS: Move to Florida. and don't worry
about your daughter. You will not be "deserting" her - she
made her choire when .he moved in with the young man,
Don't worry, if she needs you, she'll let you know.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are having a difference
of opinion and need you to settle it
If you sent out R.S.V.P. invitations for a party and
several people did not respond one way or the other, would
you assume that they WERE coming-or were NOT
coming?
SPLIT OPINIONS
DEAR SPLIT: I wouldn't prepare to entertain those who
didn't respond. And the only assumption I would make is
that they have very poor manners. (P.S Some invitations
request "regrets only," which seems to simplify matters.i
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply. write to ABBY. Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self addressed envelope. please.
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, AUGUST 3, 1071
Look m the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20/
Stars warn against vacilla-
ting, changing plans or projects
before they have been Oven a
chance to prove themselves.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tii‘i7
Excellent influences! Now's
the time to launch new ven-
tures, set forth your ingenious
ideas and make decisions
regarding future activities.
( ISV to June 21)
Your creative ideas may need
some revision before they can
be carried out, so be sure to
study all angles of feasibility
before presenting them.
CANCER




your efficient and amenable
side and you can't help but earn
credits.
(July 24 to Aug. 231 12412
LEO
Don't fret if Leek of ready
cash temporarily delays the
launching of a pet project.
There's no hurry. In fact, time
is definitely on your side.
VIRGO
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LIBR.A
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Follow your instincts now
Inspiration should be at a peak
and could disclose heartening
new vistas which will open to
you shortly.
SCORPIO
'Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt,4V-
A note of extra activity here.
Also a hint of disturbance where
it could, SHOULD be avoided.
Determine to keep order, to
maintain balance and friendly
reLstionshipe.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Tip-top results indicated in
current project,. You may be on
delicate ground in sorne areas,
but no dilemma exists without
its solution. Search!
(Dec. 2219 Jon. 20)
CAPRICORN
Excellent aspects encourage
clever activity, but don't set up
hazards for yourself through
impulsiveness, superfluous
moves, unfruitful undertakings.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) =...AAQUARIUS
The outgoing Aquarian should
find this period entertaining and




(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Curb tendencies toward in-
decisiveness, lack of resolution.
Even if situations are difficult.
face them, pitch in - and solve
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with a dynamic
personality, a lively imagina-
tion and unusual versatility -
especially along creative lines.
In everything you do, the artist
expresses itself - whether in
words, as a writer, on canvas,
as in painting or drawing, or in
sound - through the medium of
any musical instrument or your
own voice. The stage is also an
excellent medium for your
talents - whether as actor.
playwright, director or pro
dicer. You can preach, teach or
sell, for you are always ar-
ticulate arid convincing. If the
legal profession interests you.
you would make an an out-
standing trial- Givryer, witha
flair for the dramatic. Traits to
curb: arrogance and a tendency







open at Calloway County High
School.
"Cpzne As You Are" Ice
Cream Social will be held on
the patio and lawn of the
Murray Woman's Club House
from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.,
sponsored by the Music
Department of the club.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at seven p.m.
Monday, August 2
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will meet at seven p.m.
at the Community Center on
North Second Street.
Tuesday, August 3
Horse show of Marshall
County Riding Club and
Calvert, City Lions Club will be
at the Murray State Livestock
Show and Exposition Center at
7:30 p.m. Public is invited.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Community Center.
First United Methodist
Church 'Women will meet at
the social hall at 6:30 p.m. for
a potluck supper and program
by the Lakeland Parish.
Calloway County High
School Band members in-
volved in the field show will
practice from seven to nine
p.m in the school band room.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior citizens. Work on a
Cathedral quilt will be at 10:30
sack lunch at noon, and
quilting and hand work at one
p.m.
Tuesday, August 3
KSALF'N District 17 Unit 1
Will meet at Westview Nursing
Home at seven p.m. All LPNs
are urged to attend.
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
church library at two p.m.
with Mrs. Jean Bordeaux
_giving the
Baptist Women of First/
Baptist Church will meet at
nine a.m. at the churcjr with
Mrs. Jackie Phillips,
missionary to .Fiance, as
:speaker. „X
Muff*, Assembly No. 19
OrdeE of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
Wednesday, August 4
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women are scheduled to meet
at seven p.m.
Mission organizations of
Flint Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at seven
p m. at the church.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
church.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p m. at Gleason Hall. For
information call Wally Swan
753-8838.
Wtellrig -for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30 p.m. at Corvette
Lanes.
Creoson Reunion Is
Heid At State Park
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.-The
descendants of John M. and
Mary Ann Susani Cronch
Cream of Marshall County
held a reunion July 17 at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park.
,The devotions were given by
Gillard and Otis Creason. The
chairmen were Roy Let Locke,
Huston Smith and Other Mathis
Jr. Other Mathis Sr. was the
oldest person attending the
event and his great-grandson,
Parley Mathis Estis, was the
youngest.
Others attending were:
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wyatt,
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Cresson, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Wyatt, Mr. and
Mrs. recil Reed, Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Reid, Pamela and
Paula, Willie Reed, Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde B. Reed, Mr. and
Mrs. Sammie Castlebeny and
Jimmie, Mrs. Sylvia Wyatt,
Mrs. Linda Edwards, Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Smith, Russell
and Kim;
Mrs. Joy Bridges, Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Reed, Karen and
Sherry, Mr. and Mrs. Steven
Putteet, Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell
Blagg and Gay Wade, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Warren and Natalie,
Mr. and Mrs. Dillard Mathis,
Mark and Stevie, Mr. and Mrs.
James M. Mathis and Michael,
Mr. and Mrs. Houston Smith,
Ronald and Marky;
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Morris and Valerie, Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Mathis, Mr. and
Mr. Other Mathis Jr. and
Amy. Mr. and Mrs. Cratis
Tolbert Jr. and Shelley, Mr.
and Mrs. Donnie Clark, Mit-
chell and Shelly, Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Chandler, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny :Weaver, Brad and
Staci, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
itogers, Shelly and Monty, Mr.
and Mrs. Warnard Locke, Mrs.
Garvelene Riley, Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Locke anti Monica, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy L. Locke, Leslie
and Eddie, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold W. Creason, Kerry,
Mahotah and Herta, all of
Benton;
Mr. and Mrs. Gillard
Creason, Mrs. Clifton
McManus, Ms. Lisa Freeman
of Syinannie• Mr. and Mrs.
Cratis Tolbert Sr. of &Caws;
Jay W. Reed of Hopkinsville;
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Reed of
Kirksey; Mr. and Mrs. Elms
Reed of Farmington, Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Jones and Derek,
Mrs. George Burgie, Mrs. Lola
Reed of Mayfield;
Mr._ and Mrs. Gerald
Donovan, --Salt, SEUL, NW
Mary Lou Reed, Mills Janet
Reed, Mrs. Nell Donovan, all of
Ohio; Jeff Chandler of
Louisville; Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Scott of Memphis,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Don Wade,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy O. Reed of
Hickory; Mr. and Mrs. Paul E.
Reed Jr., Stacy, Katherine and
Sherry of Louisiana;
Ms. Carolyn Perkins of
Bartonville, III.; Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Knasiak , Mrs. Linda
Hoffman and Tina of Chicago,
111.; Robert Scott Mason, Mr.
and Mrs. Karl Johnston and
Tim of Peoria, RI.; Robert A.
Mason, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Brown, Tonya and Troy of
Farmington, Ill.: Mr. and Mrs.
Don Mungerson, Dee and
Darren of Cambridge, Ill.; Mr.
and Mrs. Steven Estes, Hyrum
and Parley of Murray; Mrs.




By mks. W. P. WILLIAMS ;eSsOsso:444:zitoiii.
Whatever you have
blooming in . your yard right
now is a treasury, for the hot
sii_JIA,,W).41oSelline TAT /two,-
reriiiiOns has simply been
murder on plants. Even
thorough watering does not
hold them at their peak. The
hot air actually burns the
leaves of a number of lender
annuals.
But continue 'giving them
water and keep weeds pulled
away him them Weeds can
take so much of the nutrients
from the soil. If we can just
get through the next two or
three weeks, I think we can
make it the rest of ,;se season.
I would like for August to be
an easy month for us gar-
deners, but even the hot
weather can't delay us when
there is work to be done. There
are man/ tasks calling for our
attention
As soon as Hollyhocks finish
blooming, cut them to the
ground and burn the tops and
leaves_ The cluster of smaller
leaves at the base of the plant
are the forerunners of next
yer's paints Really, they do
their best in the second year of
growth, although they do
bloom sometimes during the
first year. I had two stalks of
blooms this summer on plants
I raised from seed planted
very early
Another chore of August is
to keep the seed pods picked
off all annuals It is the nature
of a plant to go to seed, so
when they are picked off, the
plant will continue to bloom I
tried to keep all my nastur-
tiums picked but I had such a
bountiful crop that I had to
give up. There were literally
thousands of blooms and of
course when I stopped picking
them, they went to wed and
now are just about ever
blooliii • • ! 4; • re a
s a • created a constant
mass of color for two mordhs
Did you know you could
plant vegetables now and
expect to harvest a crop
before winter? Beans and
zucchini will both bring in a
supply. By the way, did you
ever try a casserole of zuc-
chini and shrimp?-delicious'
It is wonderful to be able to go
out in the yard and pluck ripe,
crisp vegetables. There's
nothing like it
There are so many flowers
in your garden that root easily
from cuttings-in soti or
water. I have brought in
several sprouts all in water
and they root so easily
Begonias, Coleus, Swedish
Ivy, Impatients, Flowering
Cane, even some shrubs like
Hydrangeas are fun to start
new small plants They .are
nice to have during winter




congregate in the back of the
refrigerator; they can
reappear and be appreciated.-
Use one, two, or three
vegetables. Combine one cup
11bt rnedittftrwhite sauce with
two cups cooked, drained
vegetables. Place Ma gr-eased
baking dish and sprinkle with
finely chopped, toasted
walnuts. Dot with butter and
bake at 350 degrees F. for 20 to
25 minutes until bubbly.
Makes four servings. The
crisp walnuts make this (fish
sPecial-
r, To have your best FLORIDA VACATION
i — I
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qur Undone Drycleaning floats out all the
Oft makes your whites — simply DAZ
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required, but for further in-
formation or for assistance in
locating a partner call Wally
Swan at 753-8838.
'see
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NEW YORK (API - In what its
chairman termed -another small and
prudent step" toward reducing in-
flation, the Federal Resetve Board has
cut its growth target for consumer
Savings, and thereby confused more
than a few people.
Speaking very generally, money is
the fuel of economic activity. The Fed
controls it, or at least seeks to. Too
much money flowing into the economy
cah generate inflationaey demand; too
little can retard growth.
For four straight quarters the Fed
has reduced its long-term money-
supply growth. Consumer savings are a
part of money supply. The Fed says
there has been an "ample flow" of
savings into mortgage lenders. So the
goal was cut.
What baffles a lot of people is how
Chairman Arthur Burns reached the
conclusion, as indicated in testimony a
week ago to the House Banking
Committee, that the savings rate was
adequate and that by lowering the rate
inflation would be restrained.
"Savings are what we want,"
mapped John Wright, who, as preside*
of Wright Bankers' Service, manages
and advises many banks on their
investment portfolios. He finds the
reasoning "astonishing."
If the supply of savings has been
ample, he asks, why the persistence of
9.15 per cent home mortgage interest
rates that have suppressed new home
construction?
"The declared objective of the board
to reduce the savings rate," he said, "is
in direct opposition to the national
objective of increasing our rate of
national capital formation, which
begins and ends with personal savings,
as distinguished from consumption."
The reason, said Wright, "is upside
down."
He maintains it is also difficult to
reconcile such statements as "activity
in all major sectors of the private
economy" seem "posed for further
advances" with such basic economic
facts as:
-U.S. industrial production, at 73 per
cent of capacity, has not yet managed
to recover to even its lowest levels
during the last three recessions - 74.2
per cent in 1970, 87.3 in 1967 and 74.2 in
1961.
-Recovery of Gross National
Product slowed from plus 9.2 per cent in
the first quarter of the year to 4.4 per
cent during the second quarter, in
constant - that is, comparable -
dollars.
-Growth of real disposable personal
income also slowed to a plus 4.5 per cent
annual recovery rate during the second
quarter, while unemployment
remained at an intolerable 7.5 per cent,
and retail sales actually declined.
The underlying reason for ole
sluggish recovery, says Wright, is easy
to find, a high, 7 to 7.25 per cent prime
lending rate, "which reflects deliberate
FRB policy." That rate, he states, is
largely responsibleefor the sluggishness
in business borrowing.
"Under these circumstances, it is no
wonder that business investment is not
expanding significantly and that
unemployment is not diminishing at
all," he concludes.
In Wright's view, the policy of the
Fed should be one of encouraging
capital formation, which begins with
individual savings, and which supplies




LOVELAND, Colo. (AP) - "The
people in the restaurant began
screaming. Within seconds, the
restaurant, still full of people, plunged
into the river. It was some sort of a
dream. It wasn't really happening."
But it was, for Douglas Magill of
Mishawaka, Ind., and his wife, Phyllis.
And for hundreds of other persons
stranded as a 12-foot wall of water
surged down a Big Thompson Canyon
west of here, killing at least 58 persons.
Hundreds of survivors were ferried
out by helicopter, or carried out, or led
10 Years Ago
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt will speak
on the proposed new constitution of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky at Murray
State University auditorium tomorrow
at ten a.m.
Charles M. Ryan, son of Mr. and Mrs
Charles B. Ryan. is attending Cami-
Ridgecrest for Boys at Ridgecrest, N.
C.
Prof. Carl Rogers, teacher of voice at
Murray State University, is appearing
this week in a program from opera at
the University of Illinois, Champaign,,
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Mitchell oriJuly 29.  
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Woods and Dr.
and Mrs. James E. Thompson are
attending the animal science con-
vention at the University of New Jer-
sey, New Brunswick, N. J., this week.
20 Years Ago
A special feature story on the
organization of the Murray Country
Club is published today. Picturedis the
$15,000 swimMing pool at the club.
Deaths reported include the infant
son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Johnson on
July 31.
Ralp Shell has been promoted to First
Lieutenant in the Air Force Reserve.
He is the son of Mrs. Dick Shell of
Murray.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Glen Thomas Hale on July 18,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Beide O. T. Stalls
on .July 21, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William Mac Tucker on July 17.
Inspection of Ternpic_ Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order- thc Ealtern Star was
held July 24 at the lodge hall. Rhoda
Nell Herndon is worthy matron and
Charlie Lassiter is worthy patron of the
chapter.
out, on Sunday. Other hundreds
remained stranded today as the search
for bodies continued.
These are the stories some survivors
brought out with them.
Douglas Magill: "I looked out and I
saw a group of people standing out in
the rain, watching the river. I said,
'Honey, you'd better get dressed."'
The Magills' trailer was parked
beside a motel and campground. The
Big Thompson Rivt_r snaked by outside.
It was climbing, fast, when Magill
moved his car to higher ground, then
turned around. One of three bridges
near the motel collapsed.
Magill: "Then the motel office went
... then a house went ... just floating
down the river. Boulders bigger than a
car would be thrown up out of the water
and against another boulder. They
sounded like thunder and shook the
ground."
Jerry_ Alanko, Estes Park, Colo.,
rescue worker: "There were cars
floating by, and people inside the cars
were waving flashlights for us to help
them. There was nothing we could do.
You just had to watch them nosedive....
"Over the bridge, people at the motel
were screaming and running up the hill.
Propane tanks were jdst hissing. You
could smell it."
Alanko and his wife opened their
home to victims of the rising water.
Then he went out to help.
Terri Pistone, 18, Palatine, Ill., was
with her family in their car: "We pulled
over because of the visibility. The other
people around us ... discovered both
ends of the road were washed away.
"Oh, my God! The water was so high
we had to run up the mountain. Then,
the road started sliding into the river.
"Gas pipelines broke, and we had to
put our shirts over our faces the first
hour ... we had to keep fnoving to dif-
ferent sides of the mountain because it
kept washing away....
"It tool forever for dawn. They
( others in the party) kept asking my
mom what time it was on the watch. We
looked over the mountain, and we saw
an orange van crushed and saw parts of
other cars....
"The helicopter came Lis the place
where the campers were. The
helicopter landed on the road - what
road there was. They kept bringing
people because there was food there
and a campfire."
Several hours later, the choppers
transported the Pistone family to a
Loveland high school.
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United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: SOCIALISM STIFLES BRITAIN HARRIGAN
LONDON, England-The principal
spokesman for economic freedom in
Britain today is Sir Keith Joseph, the
parlamentarian who has spearheaded
the thrust of free market thin/Ling in
this socialist-ruled island.
In a typically brilliant and incisive
spee,b to the Bow Group at Norwich,
Sir Keith recently warned that Britain
may be on her way to tyranny through
ignorance and oversight. He said that
Britain might arrive at a condition of
totalitarianism, not by deliberate
choice, but unwittingly through
destruction of the devastated free
market economy.
Most Americans don't realize the
extent to which statist concepts have
permeated British thinking. Free en-
terprile has been cruelly eroded over
three decades. The public looks to
government as the employer of first
resort, and as the supplier of housing
and services. And, very systematical-
ly, the socialist government has en-
deavored to destroy opportunities for
the accumulation of capital necessary
for the functioning of the capitalist
system. Before long, the government
may be the only major employer in
Britain.
Commenting on this situation, Sir
Keith explained that the Social
Democrats and socialists are moving
ever leftward, destroying the features
of a free society including the freedom
to price, freedom to create pay dif-
ferentials, and the freedom to provide
Incentives for productive work, ,
Sir Keith cited the hostility ofthe left-
liberal intellectuals to a free market
economic system. 'A large part,
perhaps a majority of the in-
telligentsia," he said, "are either
ignorant of • or hostile to the
mechanisms of the market." He noted
that "there are very few contemporary
British accounts of how it worka, and,
as a result, recent generations have
been taught more about the market's
alleged defects that it's virtues."
Even the casual observer of British
university life and media can discern
the tragic ignorance of what Sir Keith
refers to as "the processes of national
wealth creation." All the emphasis is on
income redistribution, but after a
generation of Laborite rule, there isn't
any substantial amount of wealth to
redistribute.
The socialist economic bias against
private wealth creation, and the trade
unions' restrictionism and job
protection rules lock Britain into a
downward economic spiral. The
mindless pursuit of economic equality
drives capable people overseas, and the
national and local- bureaucracies
flourish as the productive private en-
terprise sector of society says that
-economics depends as much on what
people think as on what they do." The
tragedy is that millions of Britons are
thinking along non-productive lines.
For example, they are thinking about
government-financed holidays, instead
of about ways to promote the British
economy downplay competitiveness
and individual initiative. Consequently,
Britain is increasingly divorced from
the economic realities of the world
today. The result of such a divorce can
only be the further impoverishment of
this island-its relegation to the status
of Greece or Italy, a tragic fate for
Britain.
Hopefully, the British will listen to Sir
Keith Joseph. For the moment he is a





POCATELLO, Idaho - This rich
Snake river valley area is still
struggling to recover from the
destruction wrought by 80 billion
galloas of water unletsed June 5 when
the Teton Dam burst.
The federal government has hun-
dreds of workers in the valley trying to
provide housing for flood victims and to
begin reconstruction of farms, villages
and towns.
Property damage has been assessed
as high as one billion dollars, while
other "lower" estimates put losses at
$700 million. Eleven persons died as a
result of the flood that fortunately came
in the afternoon hours. Had the Teton
Dam collapsed late at night while
thousands of valley residents slept, the
toll of dead and injured would have
been staggering.
As we left the west entrance to
Yellowstone National Park, we were
forced to take a detour rather than
drive along our favorite route which
follows the beautiful valley of the
picturesque Snake River. By detouring,
we missed most of the destruction -
After nearly two months, many roads
and bridges in the valley have not been
repaired.
We had to detour the town of Rexburg
where practically all of the homes in
the community of 10,000 were wiped
out, along with most of the city's
business and commerical areas.
This is potato country and we could
see cracked mud flats where those fat
Idaho potatoes once grew. Ironically,
land in the area that was not flooded in
June is now in dire need of water to
keep remaining crops growing.
The Teton Dam was the storage basin
for much of the irrigation water used by
farmers down the valley.
We realized the impact of the flood
when we stopped for motel reser-
vations. The motel owner where we
stayed the night said 900-1,000 motet
rooms had been lost to the flood waters.
(Internment assistance workers are
forced to stay in Pocatello and drive 80
miles to the north of Rexburg to aid
flood victims. This in itself slows the
recovery work.
Mobile homes are being moved into
provide temporary homes for those who
'lost residences when the government.
built dam collapaed.
An area newspaper recently
' published the following assessment of
damages in the Snake River valley:
More than 4,000 homes were damaged
or destroyed by the Teton Dam failure,
along with 4,230 farm structures and 360
businesses. Some '10,500 head of
livestock were lost and 90,256 acres of
crops were damaged or destroyed,
according to Idaho state agency
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assessments.
Damage was estimated at $21 million
to public facilities, $4.5 million to state
and county roads and $2.1 million to
school buildings and equipment.
The federal Small Business
Administration is currently making
loans to flood victims, but a deadline
has been set for August 5. The gover-
nment sponsored disaster loans have
terms 'of up to 30 years with a six and
five eighths per cent interest rate.
The Snake River valley reminds us of
the destruction wrought across Ken-
tucky in April, 1974. Churning winds or
rampaging waters accomplish the
same end result, dead and injured,
splintered homes and stores, uprooted
, trees and human suffering and loss that
is often difficult to understand or to
rationalize.
Isn't It The Truth
Hark to the sounds of a summer's day
- the plaintive cooling of the mourning
doves, the insistent buzz of insects, the
happy gurgle of water flooding the rose
bed, the growling roar of power mowers
and the opulent rumble of air con-
ditioners pumping the hot air of life and
politics out to the smogged and con-
taminated great outdoors.
HEARTEN
• HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems -
faist. If you hays a question or a
lioblem note answered In these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies, but
you must Include a stamped, self-
addressed envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
Headline: I started to work for the
old New York Central Railroad back in
1939. Except for my three years in the
army (1942-19451,! have always worked
in the railroad industry. Will the
Railroad Retirement Board give me
credit for any time in the army when
they figure my pension? -F. S.
Answer: A railroad worker's military
service time is creditable under the
railroad retirement program if the
worker meets the following provisions:
1. His time in the military service has
not been used by any other federal
agency for retirement benefits.
2. His time in the military service was
during a war or national emergency.
3. He was working in the railroad
industry during the year of entering the
service or the preceding year. -Any
railroad worker who started working ip
Today In History
By The Aisociated Press
Today is Monday, August 2, the 215th
day of 1976. There are 151 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in History:
On this date in 1934, Adolf Hitler
became dictator of Germany after the
death of President Paul von Hin-
denburg.
On this date-
In 1610, the English navigator, Henry
Hudson, entered the body of water now
known as Hudson Bay.
In 1914, Germany invaded France,
Belgium and Luxembourg, and Russia
invaded Germany as World War I was
building up.
In 1927, President Calvin Coolidge
said at Black Hills, South Dakota: do
not choose to run for President in 1928.
In 1939, Albert Einstein wrote to
President Franklin Roosevelt and
advised that the U.S. begin an atomic
research program.
In 1959, Vice President Richard
Nixon received an enthusiastic
welcome in Warsaw, Poland.
In 1974, Former White House Counsel
John Dean was sentenced to one to four
years in prison for his admitted role in
the Watergate coverup.
Ten years ago: The Supreme Soviet,
meeting at the Kremlin in Moscow, re-
elected Alexei Kosygin as Soviet
Premier.
Five years ago: The Senate gave
final Congressional approval to
legislation on a $250 million loan
guarantee for the financially tftoubled,.--1. edadche.Aircraft Corporation._ _ _
One year ago: President Ford kid.
Soviet Communist Party Chief Leonid
Brezhnev held a second meeting in
Helsinki, Finland without an apparent
break-through in efforts to curb the
nuclear arms race.
Today's birthdays: Writer James
Baldwin is 52 years old. Actress Myrna
Loy is 71.
Thought for today: A rich man's joke
is always funny - Thomas 'Brown,-
English writer, 1830-1897.
Bicentennial footnote: 200 years ago
today, most of the members of the
Continental Congress in Philadelphia
affixed their signatures to the
engrossed' copy of the American
Declaration of Independence.
the railroad industry after his time in
the service, is not eligible to have his
service time credited to his railroad
retirement benefits.
HEARTLINE'S "Guide to Meclicate"
is an easy-to-read booklet that can help
you understand the entire ..Medicare
program. For your copy, send your
check for $1.bO to ittAKTLINE'S
"Guide to Medicare," 8514 N. Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio 45415.
Headline: How much will the Sup-
plemental Security Income (SSI)
program pay me? - J. K. L
Answer: The maximum basic
monthly SSI benefit levels are $167.80
for an individual and $251.80 for a
couple starting July 1976. However, the
SSI benefit amounts might be reduced
by any other income the beneficiary
may have and the persons living
arrangement. Many states pay benefits
in addition to basic federal benefit
level.
Heartline: My wife was killed in a
plane crash last year and I did not file
for the $255.00 Social Security lump-
Tim death payment since the airline
paid .all of the burial expenses and I
assumed they would file for and receive
the payment. Is this correct! - T. D.
Answer: If you and your wife were
- living-together beforethe accident, you
and only you may receive the payment
regardless of who pays the burial ex-
penses and if this is the case, you should
file a claim at any Social Scurity office.
This provision applies only to a
surviving spouse who was living in the
same household with the deceased at
the time of death. If the couple was
separated, except on a temporary basis
or due to work, illness, or other such
factors, or there was no surviving
spouse, then the death payment is paid
based on the reimbursement of actual
burial expenses.
Bible Thought
And be denied him, saying, Wom-
an, I know him not. Ltike 22:57.
The question may well be asked:
"Do we know Jesus?' Do we not
deny our Lord when we do not rec-
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choice or due to economic pres-
sure, thousands of young
mothers go to work outside of
their homes and leave their
small children with a baby-sitter
or provide them with day care.
Some of these rnothers have
serious misgivings -- even a
seise of guilt --about such regu-
lar separation from their
children Much has been
published reiprcling the effects
of such practices.
While some opuuors are
favorable, rnost authorities sup-
port the idea that SIJCil separa-
tion of mother and child during
work hours can be done without
interfernat with a child's ern&
tional or physical development.
Much of the success depends
on the quality of the babysitter
or the school If the child feels
secure and finds a congenial.
wholesome environment all can
be well.
In fact, the additional outside
By F.J.L Blasingame. M
support and empathy can
enhance the proper develop-
ment of the child even beyond
what the mother, acting alone.
might be able to accornplith.
Even more important are the
hours which the parents have
with the child in the other hours
of work days and weekends. If a
healthy, loving relationship ex-
sits, it can supplement to great
advantage the benefits derived
from outside influences of a
baby-sitter or school_ If home
lacks such relationships, the .sit-
ter or school can not make up for
these home deficits
Other nations have been using
day schools or other outside care
of children for many years with-
oil any *cited or measurable ill
effects. Such practices have
been common in Western
Furope and in the Far East as
well as in Communist nations.
Some American mothers find
separation from their children
difficult, especially since, diring
their childhoods, they were kept
claw at home and spent much of
each day with their rattlers.
Such young women find it
difficult to adiust to being apart
From their children. Prolonged
worry or guilt may impair a
mother'S effectiveness at home
or on the job.
Such tensions may nequire that
the mother and father talk this
problem over freely with their
physician. clergyman or close
friends in the hope that if cir-
cumstances require a mother to
separate from her child part of
each day. the be able to relax
and enjoy her childrit home
and work.
Q: McC N., who became a
diabetic as a teen-age., ques-
tions why she has to take insulin
regularly while an obese awl.
who developed her diabetes at
50 years of age, can control it by:"
dieting and without insulin.
A: Juvenile diabetesouch as
yours, is usually mare- severe
than diabetes that appears
among adults_ In fact. somei
authorites feet that"thase condi,
hoes in the young and old may
be significantly different
varieties of diabetes medium.
Young, diabetics may be lean,
but adults who become diabetics
are.often obese. By reducing the
food intake and taking off
weight, a mild diabetic may re-
quire no insulin.
It is not rare for an adult even
if obese, to have to have insulin
even on a controlled chet and
alter weight la% It depends on
the individual's capacity to pro-
duce sufficient insulin to take
care of his or her needs
Q: Mr J Ft: wants to know
how prevalent sickle cell disease
is among black Americans
A: According to an article
published by the American
Mk.ical Association, sickle cell
disease affects one in 800 black
This disease is much









CARROLL'S EDUCATION BUDGET ELIMINATES FEES,
PROVIDES TEXTS FOR KENTUCKY'S SCHOOL CHILDREN
FRANKFORT,
Ky.--Gov. Julian Carroll feels
increased state expenditures
will aid parents in the
education of their children in
Kentucky schools.
Specifically, he points
to allocations in his 1976-78
budget that will end
instructional fees for certain
courses and provide free high
school textbooks.
What • follows are
answers to specific questions
by Gov. Carroll on public
education in the state
Q-Governor, you said that
you're interested in
eliminating the financial
burdens of education. What
have you done to further this
aim?
an increase of 150 per cent
over 1976. This is obviously
a significant improvement.
Also, I think we must
"realize that ' since
kindergarten classes usually
only meet for half of a
regular school day, there
actually may be an increase
of 600 additional classes over
the biennium rather than
300.
Q-I'd like to-get away from
specifics for a moment,
Governor, and talk about
what you have done on the
crucial issue of raising
Kentucky above its low
national standing as far as
per-pupil expenditure is
concerned. Would you
comment on that please?
Gov. Julian Carroll presents the keys of a new bookmobile-
to a county library board representative.Kentucky has the
largest state-owned fleet of bookmobiles in the nation.
GOV. CARROLL-First of
all, I recommended that $9
million be allocated to
eliminate instructional fees








certain courses because they
couldn't pay the fees. This
was especially true at the
high school level where there
were a lot of fees..
I also recommended
that about S7.6 million be
appropriated for purchasing
high school textbooks. This
recommendation was
approved, too.
By the end of my
administration, high school
texts will be owned and
administered free by the
state. The state Board of
Education has already
started on this project by
approving the _revised state
plan for "textbook
distribution,
This plan will ensure
that no child has to drop out
of schoorbecause his parents
can't afford textbooks or has
to-be embarrassed because of
his inability to buy books.
Q-Will this have any effect




interfere with that program
at all. The program for grad •s
one through eight is already
active and has already
received additional funding
through my budget. I
recommended that $2
million in additional funds
be allocated for these texts
and that recotnmendation
was approved.
Q--Since were talking about
younger children, would you
please commejif on what you









million to provide 300 new
kindergarten units over the
biennium. The locations of
the units will be based on
requests from local school
districts, and education
department officials have
assured me that they will be
spread out in a fair and
equitable fashion.
Three hundred units
won't satisfy the state's total
need, but they do represent
GOV. CARROLL-I'll be
happy to. Personally, I
think that this is an area of
great accomplishment for
the Commonwealth. First,
however, I would like to
point out that although
Kentucky's _.per-pupil
expenditure Las been low,
state support of education
has always been relatively
high. As you know,
Kentucky ranks 49th among
the states in overall per-pupil
expenditure,which has been a
point of concern But few
people are aware that
Kentucky ranks 23rd in state
support of education.
Also, I think the
Commonwealth's citizens
should know that Kentucky
ranks higher than six of the
seven surrounding states as
far as state support on a
per-pupil basis is concerned.




Still, I have been





$147 million for elementary
and secondary education and
related programs. This means
that by the end of the
b ie m iu m , educational
spending will increase by
close to 39 per cent over
1976 levels.
This appropriation will
make it possible for
Kentucky to make a
dramatic jump from 49th to
39th position in national
ranking, a significant
,increase.- This assumes, of
course, that other states will
increase their spending at the




should move from 23rd to
14th position as far as state
support alone is concemed
and should exceed the
average of the seven
surrounding states by $190
in 1977-78.
All in all, it would be no
exaggeration to say that we
are making exceptional
progress in our support of
education.
Q-Governor, another major
concern is Kentucky's low
ranking in teachers' salaries
Have we made equal progress
here"
GOV. CARROLL-Yes, I
certainly think so.. The
average salary will increase
by $1,200 in 1976-77 and by
another $800 in 1977-78.
This represents a substantial
commitment toward
equalizing the salaries in
Kentucky with those in the
seven surrounding states.
Again, if we assume that
those states increase their
teachers' salaries at the same
rate as in the past, Kentucky
salaries will be only $616
behind the average.
And if lllinois were
exeluded from the
calculations, then Kentucky
would be only about $122
behind the average in the six
other states. Also, it's quite
possible that this increase
could bring us up from 46th
nationwide to 36th by
1977-78.




These figures are for salaries
only. Fringe benefits are
totally above and beyond
these. And I might add that
Kentucky compares quite
favorably with the seven
surrounding states as far as
fringe benefits are
concerned.
Q--Getting back to specific
programs, would you please
comment on the things
you've done to strengthen
vocational education?
GOV. CARROLL-Well, to
begin with, I activated the
1 202 Commission, the
commission on
post-secondary education.
As I indicated in my
executive order activating
the commission,) want its
emphasis to be on
vocatiowel-technical
education. This commission
will maximize both the
planning and coordinating of
all post-secondary
vOcational-technical
programs. I believe this
commission will improve the
quality raf post-secondary
education, reduce the cost of
education by eliminating
overlapping programs, if any,
and plan for necessary
facilities and programs which
do not exist now.
Also, in addition to the
$7.2 million I appropriated
in January of 1975 for
vocational facilities, I
recommended to the General
Assembly that another S10
million be allocated bit
vocational facilities and
equipment now approved for
funding.
As you probably know,
recent studies have shown
that by 1980 only two jobs
out of 10 will require a
four-year college degree.
And you also probably know
that I am very concerned
about college training which
leads only to a dead end
street as far as getting a job is
concerned. I think that we all
need to recognize that
vocational training is a viable
educational alternative to a
college degree.
I am firmly committed
to providing that alternative,
as my budget requests
indicate. I believe that
providing. _vocational school
facilities will help all
Kentuckians by -preparing
students for jobs which are
needed and where there are
openings.
Obviously, we also need
to rid our students of the
notion that a college
education is the only route
to a good job. I think that
our new career education
program will be helpful here.
Career education will make
students from the first grade
on up aware of the great
multitude of jobs which
exist. I also think that career
education will make our
students aware that they
should not be ashamed of
undertaking any honest
work. More important, I
think career education will
make them aware that many
of the jobs not requiring a
college degree are still jobs





appropriation of about $2
million for career education,
and the legislature approved
this recommendation.
•
Q-You pledged to aid local
school districts in reducing
the high dropout rate. Have
you initiated any specific
programs to help in this area'
GOV. CARROLL-My
support of career education
should also bring relevance
to the curriculum in our
secondary. schools. Career
education will be
implemented at all grade
levels, but I've been
particularly impressed with
reports ot its success in our
high schools.
As you know, we've
had career education
programs in some schools for
the past four years, but this
S2 million from my budget
will niean that these
programs will be available in
every school.
I've been told that
educators who have
examined career education
programs have found a
significant reduction in the
dropout rate of high school
students in schools which
offer the program. At the
secondary level, career
education teaches _these
students how to choose a
career, and it makes them
aware of the educational
requirements employers
demand.
The primary target of
career education is relevancy
in the classroom--preparing
students for the world of
work. It directly involves the
community in the classroom
and makes both the school
and ounicitizens aware of
each other. After all, the
community is the second
victim of the dropout
problem.
I believe that this
program of relevant teaching
that it will help keep
students in school
Q--You also promised to give
special at tentien to programs
(-Or exceptional ,children.
Have you been able "to-do
this?
GOV. CARROLL-The
budget approved by the
legislature allocated $2:1
million to be used for a
surrey of exceptional
children throughout
Kentucky. This means that
the Bureau for Exceptional
Children will be able to hire
17 new consultants, who will
be placed in strategic areas
around the Commonwealth
to help our local school
districts identify their special
students, evaluate those
students' needs, and place
these students in the most
appropriate learning
situation. Some 20 per cent
of the SI million per year
during the next biennium
will be spent directly on the
identification of these
exceptional children.
Other portions' of the
appropriation will go for
in-service training for the 17
consultants and for training
local school personnel tit
identify these children and
their needs.
" This money isnot being
spent just in Frankfort-it
will go wherever it's nçeded
across the state.. It will-help
produce training materials
for teachers, and it will mean
that these teachers are better
prepared to help exceptional
students in the classroom.
__Of course, this massive
search , for exceptional
chadittir-will create the need
for More classrooms for their
educational needs. This
budget also includes $11.2
Kentucky Educational Television (KET) is an integral part
of Kentucky's educational system. KET has been
particularly effective in enabling Kentucky's adults obtain
a high school equivalency certificate.
will help our students realize
the necessity of staying in
school and will help the
community support these
students in their efforts to
complete their education.
Q-Gov. Carroll, will career
education aid local school
districts in developing
progrems for students to




education will allow every
school in Kentucky to help
their students explore career
alternatives-beginning in
kindergarten.
You know, it's often
been said that education isn't
relevant to life, but I think
that careee education
programs can bring the
community and its needs
into the classroom.
Students in every grade
become aware of their
ultimate career choices, and
this program can give thens.
the self-sufficiency to make




equipment, and it doesn't
mean a large staff in big
offices in Frankfort. In fact,
98 per cent of the $2 million
allotted .to this program will
go directly to the schools.
This program will give
students the chance,,te see
the practical application of
their studies. And it brings
home the importance of. a
strong educational
background. I'm hopeful
million for 800 new
classroom 'units next year,
and another S9 million to
provide 600 more units in
the second year of the
biennium. According to the
projections given me by the
Department of Education,
these additional units will
meet the needs of the
students who will be
identified by our survey.
And if all these units are
used, I'm told we'll be
serving approximately
14,000 additional
exceptional children over the
biennium.
These 1,400 new units
will give Kentucky a 57 per
cent inclease in exceptional
classroom units over our
1976 levels. They will fill the
immediate need in the local
dericts.
Q-You had indicated, that
you • would help local
districts improve educational
services to the blind What




children will help us better
evaluate the needs of these
8ft:tents and place them in
programs suited for their
best progress.
Another appropriation
of $50,000 will go directly
for the transportation of
students from their homes to
the School for the Blind in
Louisville and the School for
the Deaf in Danville. This
money means that these
children will be able to spend
at least one weekend a
month at home with their
families.
w In the past, some
districts could afford to
transport these students, but
other districts simply did not
have the money it took to
bring these students to their
special schools. This
appropriation sets aside
$25,000 a year during the
next biennium, so that all
local districts can provide
this service.
I anticipate that our
survey of exceptional
children will identify more
students who can riae their
best educational progress at
the School for the Blind and
the School for the Deaf. I
recommended a substantial
increase in the service
budgets of both schools to
meet an expected demand
for more enrollment spaces.
Of course, children who
can best be helped in their
local district can benefit
from the !,400 new
exceptional classroom units
we're providing over the next
biennium.
Q--Gov. Carroll could you
outline some of the ways that




don't forget that KET is a
significant factor in the
broad spectrum of home
television, too. More people
are viewing KET than ever
before. More than 250,000
Kentuckians regularly watch
KET programming and
more adults are entering into
adult educational
opportunities all the time.
Last year 1,500 adults were
ent oiled in Kentucky
Educational Television's
GED series. This course, as
you know, prepares adults
without a high school
diplont for the General
Educadon Development test
or GED • test as it is
commonly known. They'
receive a high school
equivalency certificate when
they pass the test. During
that same time, more than
.700 persons were enrolled in
television higher education
courses.
Q--Governor. about the class
room instruction. .
GOV. CARROLL-Yes, but
as to specifics, the new
courses will be worked out
by KET and the Kentucky
Department of Education in
what they consider the areas
of greatest need, but to say
what the new courses will be
would be premature. I will
say this: I expect just about
every, school in Kentucky
will get not only better





million was provided to
extend the reception of KET
in the schools by providing
matching funds on a basis
analogous to the minimum
foundation program for the
purchase of additional TV
receivers, master antenna
and distribution systems




permit local schools greater
flexibility in scheduling KET
programs.
Remember, not all
education takes place in
formal settings. By that I
mean in the classroom or
under planned curriculum
such as the GED series. One
can become better educated
by watching a well-made
movie or experiencing the
magnificent sounds of a great
symphony orchestra. In
order to provide some areas
better coverage. I allocated
money for increased power
for the eshland transmitter
and if federal matching funds
are available, additional
transmitters will he placed in
the Owensboro-Henderson
area and in the Paducah area.
However,-the thrust of
the budget increase to KET.
in this biennium, is designed
to improve educational




you told the Kentucky
Education Association
(KEA) that you would take
steps to improve the
operation orthe Kentucky
Teachers' getirement
System. Now that the
legislature has ended its '76
session, how did you fulfill
this promise?
GOV. CARROLL-First of
all. I made no attempt to
incorporate the system into
the State Employees
-Retirement Program. A few
years ago,ethere HIC 1.1 an
effort, based on the feeling
that the elimination of the
Teachers' Retirement
System (TRS) as a separate
entity would end a lot of
duplication of services and
save the taxpayers' money.
But actually, the
teachers would have suffered
several consequences if the
TRS had been incorporated
into the State Employees
Retirement Program. First,
as the system is presently
established, teachers do not
pay Social Security. They
have their own pt nsion
system. If they became part
of the state employees
system, they would be
required to pay Social
Security. On several
occasions teachers have
voted on whether or not to
pay the Social Security, and
on each occasion they
opposed it overwhelmingly.
Forcing the teachers to
adopt a system in which they
have no interest would not
be fair and would serve no
real purpose.
Second, teachers do not
work a full year. During the
summer, they are on
vacation. That time is usually
used for the teachers to
return to college to pursue
their degree., or take
refresher courses to update
the knowledge. The state
oyees retirement
system could make such
vacations unprofitable for
the teachers, perhaps even
penalizing them for their
summers not in the schools.
So to avoid these
problems, I lett the system
alone.
0-In the past few years,
inflation has caused
considerable strain on those
with feted incomes, such as
retired teachers. During your
campaign, you said you
would help get cost-of-living
increases for the teachers in
retirement, and your budget




ly. As you know, there is
already a provision for a
cost-of-living increase of one
per cent yearly. However,
inflation was increasing at a
rate of 12 per cent yearly, so
the increase is gone even
before the teachers receive it
So, I put S10.4 million
into the budget for
cost-of-living increases of
three_ per cent for each year
of ietirerneet for up to five
years. That is, if a teacher
retired one year ago. he will
get a titre per cent increase.
If he retired in i974, the
increase is six per cent.
Retired for three years, the
teacher gets a nine per cent
increase: four years. 12 per
cent, and a teacher who
retired in 1971 or before.
would receive a 15 per cent
increase. The increases are
limited to five years
retirenient.
In addition, the budget
appropriates $7.5 million for
pension benefits for years
served prior to 1941.
Previously, those teaching
before 1941 received $40 per
year. Now, for the first IS
years served before 1941,
teachers will receive $64 per
year. In 1977-78 teachers
will receive $SA for the first
S years prior service. The
amount for the years beyond
the first IS. however, will
remain at $40:
,Staying on the issue of
prior service, we are also
taking steps to retire the
prior service debt by
-ailtseating-itinde twaset-rdite- -----
amortization schedule. In
1974, the debt was $55.6
million. The new budget
allocates $9.6 million to
meet the amortization
schedule, which is supposed





concerning a type of
"reverse" sex discrimination.
Widows could receive all the
benefits of their teaching
husbands' survivors'
benefits, but it seemed that
widowers did not receive an
equal amount of their
teaching wives' benefits. We
allocated $1.6 million to the
survivors' benefits to
increase the amount overall,
and increased widowers'
benefits to equal that of the
widows' benefits.
This will replace a plan
of temporary cost-of-living
increases that would result in
an 11 per cent annuity
increase for persons retired
since 1971. There were no
provisions for this plan to




increased the size of bonuses
available to retired teachers.
Q-Governor, you ,set one
goal of your administration
to raise the contribution of
the state to the Teachers'
Retirement System to equal
the state's contribution to
the State Employees
Retirement Program What
steps were taken in this
Legislature to meet this goal?
GOV. CARROLL- To meet
the con tribu t on to tt.e State
Employees Retirement
Program, the state will have
to increase its contribution
to the Teachers' Retirement
System to 13.! percent. The
present employer
contribution is 7.7 per
cent for Trust Fund
Contributions. In the
1976-78 biennium, the
state's contribution to the
system will be increased to
10.7 per cent. And by the
end of my administration,
we will have met my goal of
contributing 13.1 per cent,
thus equalizing the state's
contribution, to the State
Employees Retirement
Program.
te-Could you tell us any




there were a few other items.





for disability benefits were
lowered from eight to five
years And a provision was
'added to' the statutes that
allows disability retirees
more freedom to choose
joint-survivor options.
Another action
concerns active teachers: the
sge of retirement for active
teachers with leas than 30
years service 'was lowered
from 60 years to 55 years
old.
Q-Governor, what do you
plan to do about the busing
issue'
GOV. C ARROLL-Isell,
primarily. I refused to
include any funds for busing
in my budget. I would prefer.
however, not to make much
of a statement about busing
at this time, except that lam
opposed In busing for school
desegregation. Since the
issue is in the courts. I feel it
would be inappropriate to
comment further.
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EXPERTLY, DRY CLEANED
STATE CHAMPS- French Bayer won the state championship in the 16-18-year-old softball tourney held here this weekend. They
will be going to Satellite Beach, Fla., later this month for the national tourney. Members of the team are top row, left to risht,
Dick Bersdi, coach, Bev Borsch, Amy Finfrock, Lisa Burns, Irian Burns manager, Sharon Graham, !jetty Birkenhouer sod Dols Fin-
frock, coach. Front row, Brenda Ryan (MVP in the tourney), Joyce Kehus, Kathy Tehon, Semi Waists, Sue Turner, Woo Amp-
ter, Laura Link and Toni Comerson.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
French Bauer Wins Title
ln State Softball PI
French Bauer defeated
Dover 8-2 to become the State
Junior Girl's Softball Champs
in the 16-18 year-old division at
the Murray-Callowav Park
Sunday. The French Bauer
squad, which never lost a
game in the double-
elimination tourney, is from
Falmouth, Kentucky, 70 miles
south of Cincinnati, with a
population of approximately
5,000.
The runner-up team, Dover,
had been the State Champs in
the 13-16 year-old division 'for
the past two years.
Murray had three teams
represented in the three-day,
rain-ridden tournament that
found games being played
until 4 a. m. Sunday. The
Murray Tigers, Lucky Strikes,
and the Banditos all per-
formed well in the tour-
nament.
The Murray Tigers lost their
first game to Fancy Farm 8-3
and then were eliminated
from the tournament via a 15-2
decision to Warren County.
In that game, Teresa Dick
led the Murray hitting attack
with a homerun while
tearnmates Traci Wells, Jaina
Washer, Tracy Nall and Judy
Outland each added a single.
The Lucky Strikes were
dropped from the winner's
bracket with a 8-2 loss from
French Bauer.
.The Lucky Strikes came
back with a 23-1 victory over
Marshall County to keep their
tournament hopes alive.












Dicky Strike squad with a
homerun, triple and double
while teammate Watkins
added four hits. Culp and
Morton had three hits apiece
while Arant, Scott and Morgan
had twe.bits each.
The Lucky Strikes continued
to win with a 17-0 decision over
Bell City. McDonald again led
the attack with a bomerun and
two singles. Watkins had three
hits as did Culp. Arant, Scott,
Morton, and Hooks each
added two hits.
The Lucky Strikes met their
match against the Murray
Banditos losing 13-6 and thus
being eliminated from the
tournament.
At the end of four innings the
score was tied at five all. In
the fifth, the Banditos went to
work. Rose Ross led off with a
single. Dawn Redden followed
with another single and Jaina
Washer reached first on an
error, and the bases were then
loaded.
Tammy Calhoun ripped a
left-center drive for a triple
and the Banditos never
trailed.
Kim Kemp led the hitting
attack with a homerun and
two singles. Jairia Washer,
Tammy Calhoun, Karole
Kemp and Terri Morris each
contributed two hits.
For the Lucky Strikes,
Scott, McDonald, Morgan, and
Thom-Pson each had two hits.
Then, at 3 a.m., the Banditos
were facing Warren County to
stay in the tournament. The
Banditos had suffered their
only loss of the tournament
Friday night by this same
Warren County team.
At the end of five innings, it
looked as though the Banditos
were quite out of it, down 6-1.
But the spunky little Murray
team, coached by Steve
Grogan, wasn't about to
disappoint the crowd of ap-
proximately 300 who stayed
for the game at Such a late
hour.
In the top of the sixth,
Morris led off with a single.
Renee Overbey followed with
a double. Rose Ross then
smashed a single scoring two
runs. Washer reached first on
a single followed by a double
by Tammy Calhoun. Sister
Kathy Calhoun then cleared
the bases with a triple. Kim
Kemp kept the drive alive
with a double and Debbie
Howard ripped a homerun to
put the Banditos ahead 9-6.
But the Banditos ran out of
steam as the Warren squad
came back and won 14-13.
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was selected as the Most
Valuable Player of the
Tournament.
French Bauer also had five
players selected to the All-
Tournament Team which
found Lucky Strike's Debbie
McDonald the only area
participant selected to the ten-
player team
obit






United States took an in-
ventory of its Olympic medals
today, all 94 of them, then
began pondering the
inevitable question:
Can a nation operating as a
free society continue to match
athletic skills with highly
regimented and totally sub-
sidized teams from countries




Should the U.S. government
step in and bail out our
Olympic effort?
Must America resort to the
"factory system," glorified by
the East Germans, and start
turning out Olympic medalist;
the way Detroit produces'
automobiles?
One of the people respon-
sil2le fa anSwering such
questions is Philip 0. Krumrn,
president of the U.S. Olympic
Committee.
"Our society would never
stand for a factory system or
even a national team,"
Kriurun insists. "We need
government money for
development and facilities,
We do not want government
direction."
- The grandfatherly retired
business executive from
Randy Jones Fails in
Bid For 19th Victory
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
Randy Jones wanted to pick
jipis San Diego Padres by
picking up his 19th victory of
the season. The team had lost
seven of the last eight games
- the only victory coming in
his last start - and the time
Was ripe for Jones to top the
Reds again as he had done the
last four times he had faced
them.
But all Randy Jones picked
up Sunday was his fifth loss,
because his sinker picked up
when it was supposed to have
dropped.
"I just made two mistakes."
said Jones, who is entitled to
two after recording more than
one-third of his club's vic-
tories this year. "I wanted to
pick the ball club up. I was
really excited. I realized I
couldn't make too many
mistakes against the Reds."
Two turned out to be too
many. "I hung a sinker to
(George) Foster and the big
thingwas hanging a sinker to
(,Doug ) Flynn." -
The, first mistake, in the
fourth inning, became
Foster's 23rd home run of the
season and 92nd run batted in.
Flynn sent the second miscue
into center field for the single
that scored the eventual
winning runs in the 5-4 Reds
triumph.
In the other National
League games Sunday,
Montreal blanked Pittsburgh
2-0; Chicago trimmed St.
Louis 2-1 in 10 innings:
Philadelphia swept New York
7-6 in 11., innings and 2-0;
Houston lopped Atlanta 6-0,
then Los Angeles stopped San
Francisco 4-1 and 4-3 in 10
innings.
Expos 2, Pirates 0
Wayne Garrett's first-inning
and an eighth-inning
RI single by Ellis Valentine
backed a' Jive-hitter by Steve
Rogers in the Expos' victory.
Cubs 2, Cardinals I -
Two mistakes nearly cost
Chicago a victory. After
breaking up John Denny's no-
hitter with-two outs in the
eighth and taking a 1-0 lead, a
ninth-inning three-base error
by left fielder Jose Cardenal
preceded one by first baseman
by Pete LaCock. permitting
the tying run to score.
LaCock attoned for his
foulup in the 10th, driving in
the winning run with a single
off Denny. "1 don't want to
talk to you vultures," a
distressed Denny said to
newsmen. "Get A-Way from
me."
Plates 7-2, hletell-8
Mike Schmidt' s 27th homer
of the season took the nightcap
for Philadelphia after Garry
Maddox' 11th-inning single
tn
scored Jay Johnstone from
first base to win the opener.
Greg Luzinski had a grand
slam in the opener, but New
York came back to tie it In the
ninth inning.
Astros 6, Braves 0
Larry Dierker's five-hit
shutout of Atlanta was his
second in a row overall, his
third in a row at home and his
fourth of the seaseardose Cruz
drove in two runs and had
three hits to pace the victory.
Dodgers 4-4, San Francisco 1-3
Reliever -Charlie Hough
picked up his ninth save of the
season by protecting Don
Sutton's victory in the opener,
then won the nightcap on his
own as the Dodgers swept the
Giants. Bill Buckner had
seven hits in the doubleheader
but did not drive in a run.
Solomon And Fibak To
Meet For Title Tonight
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Forget all that nonsense about
needing a good start to win a
tennis match. Harold Solomon
of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and
Poland's Wojtek Fibak
literally stumbled around
through the first sets of their
respective semifinal matches
Sunday, and what happened'?
Each rallied to win a spot in




couldn't do a thing with the
blistering serve of 12th-seeded
Dick Stockton of Carrollton,
Texas, in the first set, but
rallied with some solid ground
strokes for a 3-6,6-3,6-1 win.
Fibak, meanwhile, spotted
eighth-seeded Stan Smith of
Sea Pines, S.C., a first set lead
before coming hick for a 4-6,
6-1,6-2 decision.
"I was in trouble," admitted
the diminutive Solomon. "He
had a big serve and deep
ground strokes. If he had
continued to play the same, I
didn't see any way."
Stockton, to Solomon's
relief, did not continue his
dominance. Leading by a set
and a break, his game sud-
denly crumbled in the face of
Solomon's attack.
"I started playing more to
his backhand inStead of his
forehand," explained
Solomon, "and he started to
force it a bit."
- Solomon won 10 of the
remaining 11 games, in-
cluding nine in a row, while
breaking Stockton's last six
service games.
"He became aggressive. I
became impatient," said
Stockton.
Smith may haVe also
become a bit inipatient
against Fibak, who was on the
brink of disaster most of the
way. Fibak was broken twice
during Smith's first set vic-
tory, but en six occasions
thereafter managed to save
his service at deuce,
"I had a lot of chances,"
admitted Smith, who said a
key to Fibak's victory was his
second serve. "He was getting




his bullet-like first serves in
play and had to settle for
shorter second serves that
Fibak eventually used to his
advantage.
"I was nervous. I knew the
match was on TV and a lot of
my Polish friends around the
States would be watching,"
said Fillak. "I tried to play
safe and I was missing all
those low valleys. It took me a
while to get into my normal
shots from the baseline."
jr4swirir*usuidAhlki,440441111d4velvtld sroci i will say t
apologies to make for the
Americans' over-all per-
formance in the Montreal
Games.
"Better than Munich,", he
said, "and against stronger
competition."
The U.S. medal total
equaled the count four years
ago but there was one ad-
ditional gold, 34 to 33, and
improvement in a number of
the more obscure sports.
On the other hand, the
Soviet Union enlarged its
over-all superiority, in-
creasing its total medal count
from 99 to 125, and East
Germany, with a population
less than one-tenth that of the•
United States, climbed over
Uncle Sam's back into second
place in the standings based
on golds.
The Russians won 47, East
Germany 40 and the United
States 34.
This subordinate position to
Communist rivals is certain to
provoke fresh howls from the
traditional "Viewers With
Alarm," who think the
powerful United States should







New York 61 39 .610
Ba) imore 52 49 .515
Cleve,and 50 50 500
De rui 48 52 .480
Bus on 47 54 .465
Milwkee 43 55
West
Kan Ci y 61 40. _494. --
Minnesu a 53 50 .515 9
Oakland 53 51 .510 91/2
Texas 49 52 .485 12
Chicago 46 56 .451 1.5',2
California 45 60 .429 18
Sunday's Results
Minresu a 8.6, Oakland
Is game 12 innings
Bal imore 4, De roi 3
Bos on 5, New York 4
Texas 8, Kansas Ci y
Cleveland 4, Milwaukee
innings
Chicago 2, California 1
Monday's Games
Bal insure (R. May 7-7 and
Pagan 24) a Milwaukee (Col-
burn 611 and Rodriguez 3-7), 2,
( n)
Bus on (Wise 8-8) a
iand (Dubsun 11-9), In)
De roi (Rvber s 10-10) a -
New York (Alexander 5-7), (n)
Oakland (Torre:. 8-9) a Min-
nesu a (Luebber 1-2), (n)
Only games scheduled
Fibak broke Smith in the
second and sixth games in an
easy second set, and capped
his comeback by breaking
Smith at love in the seventh
game of the third set.
Smith noted that the final
break marlied the only time
during the afternoon that he
was able to get his first serve
in on every point of a game.
"And look what he did with-'
them," Smith added ruefully.
Although Smith was ousted
from the singles competition,
he and doubles partner Eric
Van Dillen of San Mateo,
Calif., cruised into the finals
against Australians Pat
Cramer and Byron Bertram.
Smith-Van Dillen defeated
another Australian team,
Geoff Masters and Ross Case,
by 6-4, 6-3 Sunday, while
Cramer-Bertram measured




Leon and Michael Spinks,
Howard Davis, Sugar Ray
Leonard and Leo Randolph all
captured gold medals in the
boxing competition as the
United States concluded the
Summer Olympic Games by
winning 34 gold medals, 35












W L Pct. GB
69 32 .683
Pi s 56 45 .554 13
NerwYrk 52 54 .491 19' 2
Chicago 44 59 .427 26 '
.Lrueuaisi 42 57 .424 26
Mon 35 61 .365 312
West
Cincinna i 67 38.638 -
Losu  Aung 57 46 .553 9H  s n
rine 
npaiego 49i 57 462 181/2
55 52 .514 13
46 57 .447 20
San Fran 46 60 .434 21''z
Sunday's Results
Philadelphia 7-2, New York 6-
0, is game 11 innings
Mon real 2, Pi sburgh 0
Chicago 2, S Louis T, 10 in.
Cincinna i 5, San Diego 4 t
Hot's on 6, A Ian a 0
Los Angeles 4-4, San Fran-
cisco 1-3, 2nd game 10 innings
Monday's Games
Philadelphia (Lunborg 12-5)
a Chicago (Bonham 6-9)
San Diego (Freisleben 6-9 and
Spillner 2-11) a _A Ian_ a (Mor-
on 1 8 and LeCur e 0-4),
S Louis (Falcone .6-11) a
Pi sburgh (Medich 5-9), (n)
Mon real (Fryman 9-8) a
New York (Seaver 9-6),-(n)
Cincinna i (Zachry 4-3) a -%
San Francisco (D'AccluiS v 3-5),
(n)
Huus on (Andujar 6-7) a Los
Angeles (John 6.7), (n)
is all the fault of the Ainateur
Athletic Union. The AAU will
blame the NCAA. And the
President may name another
commission to look into it all.
Yet, America isn't ready to
set up a robot school such as
the East Germans have at
Leipzig, with its teams of
white-coated doctors, test
tubes, wires and treadmills to
product world-Class athletes.
Nor does America seem
inclined to turn all of its top
athletes into students and
teachers on a permanent
payroll with special bonuses
for extra athletic
achievement, as in the Soviet
Union.
The thought of a national
team is offensive to most
officials and athletes.
Gold medalist Mac Wilkins,
one of the harshest critics of
the U.S. Olympic Committee,
admitted he might have
thrown the discus 250 feet if he-
had been a product of the
Leipzig factory, but added:
, "That's not for me. I
wouldn't trade my personal
freedom for all the records in
the world."
Dean Smith, the basketball
coach, said, "I think it's great
we have a fresh, new team
every four years."
The best advertisement for
the U.S. system was Bruce
Jenner, winner of the 10-sport
decathlon. He trained four
years on his own to achieve
the Olympics' toughest gold.
The dull, unresponsive eyes
of Nadia Comansci reflected
what might be the tragedy of
the regimentation system.
The 14-year-old Romanian
fascinated the World with her< -
performante on the bars and
beams of gymnastics. But
here was a little girl who had
experienced nothing beyond
coaches and directions for half
her tender years. She was an
adult without. childhood.
"It was fun - a game at
first," she said poignantly,
"but now it is work."
Krunun says the United
States must face up to one
fact: -The rest of the world is
catching up with us. Why
should we win all the medals?
I like to see small countries
Alberto -Juaritorena, from
l••••••,..1•11.C.1,1, nou•••,•01•0a f a •
little Cuba, did what no
middledistance runner had
ever done before - he won the
400 and 800 meters. Bearded
  Viren of Finland won
the 5,000 and 10,000 meter
tests, each for the 'second
time, and still had strength





expected to win and from its
once indominable women
swimmers. But the Americans
produced five boxing
champions, scored well in
wrestling, almost swept the
pool in men's swimming, won
back the basketball
championship and scored in
such little recognized events
as shooting, women's rowing,
archery, equestrian and judo.
Track and field wasn't a
complete disaster although
the shot-putters failed to get a
medal for the first time since
1936; the sprinters were
outraced because of the ab-
sence of Steve Williams and
Houston McTear, and pole-
vaulter Dave Roberts and
high:jumper Dwight Stones
both lost to outsiders while
failing to equal their world
record heights in the rain.
"One of our aims is to
improve our showing in
wonten'S 'sports," KrlFnm
said. He apparently ref rred
to closing the gap in wo en's
swimming and boosting
women's track and field.
Otherwise, the girls carried
their part of the loll in the
Montreal Games.
The girls' basketball team
unexpectedly won a silver for
second place. The women
rowers won a silver and a
bronze. Dorothy Morkis of
Raynham, Mass., was largely
responsible for the bronze in
equestrian team dressage.
Margaret Murdock of Topeka,
Kan., became the first U.S.
woman ever to win a shooting
medal-. a silver.
"I dispute the suggestion
that we lost ground," Krumrn
said. "We held our own in the
big name sports and showed
improvement in the minor
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LIKE MOTHER, 110 DAUGHTER—The Murray Country Club's Mother-Daughter Tomsk Tour-
nament ended Saturday afternoon ivith Candy Jackson end Rimy Jane Jackson winniag the
doubles title over Jil and Janice Austin. from left to right are Janice Austin, Jill Austin, Coady
Jackson and Mary Jane Jackson.
Sea Hawks_ Give 49ers
Scare In First Game
By TONY BAKER
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE (AP — Jack
Patera is a straight shooter.
He tells it like it is.
"It was nice to come close,
but it would have been nice to
win," the rookie head coach of
the upstart Seattle Seahawks
said after his first-year
National Football League
team lost 27-20 to the San
Francisco 49ers Sunday in a
preseason opener for both
ClUbs. - -
Expansion teams aren't
supposed to win their first
preseason game. Seattle and
the NFL's other newcomer
this season, Tampa Bay,
didn't.
But the Kingdome crowd of
.60,825, some of whom booed
the Seahawks as they left the
field trailing 17-0 at halftime,
had plenty to cheer about in
the second half when quar-
terback Jim Zorn, who spelled
starting quarterback Neil
Graff after halftime, passed
and ran Seattle's way back
into the game.
The victory was the first for
new 49er head Coach Monte
Clark, whose team held a 24-0
third-period lead before
Seattle caught fire behind
Zorn for three late touchdowns
'to make it a game.
"We accomplished two
goals we had going into the
game," said Clark, a former
assistant under Don Shula at
Miami. "We got to see all our
people and still won."
Zorn, who was with the
Dallas Cowboys through the
preseason last year before
being cut two days before the
season opener to make room
for Preston Pearson, passed
for two touchdowns and ran
for a third. He made a
scrambling bid for a fourth
score in the waning seconds,
but was dropped two yards
short of the goal line as the
clock ran out.
"This game gives us a great
deal of confidence going into
next week," said Zorn. "Our
receivers were great, -even
better than I thought they
would be."
San Francisco jumped
ahead 7-0 late in the first
period on Delvin William's
eightlgard run. The 14-play,
89-yard irive consumed 9:56
of the quarter.
Larry Schreiber hauled in a
four-yard scoring pass from
veteran quarterhack Jim
Plunkett, obtained from New
England in the offseason, for a
second quarter score, and
Kermit Johnson scored on a
17-yard ran in the third period
to put the 49ers ahead 24-0.
Veteran Bruce Gossett also
booted field goals of 22 and 20
yards for San Francisco.
The New England Patriots,
in the only other game Sun-
day, won the first overtime
game of the year, beating the
visiting New York Giants 13-7
in a night contest.
Sam Cunningham dived
over from the one-yarctline for
his second touchdown after
Andy Johnson set up the score
with a 59-yard dash to the four.
The Giants had tied the game
Local Tennis Players
Take Titles At Paducah
Murray tennis players again dominated the annual Sun-
Democrat Tennis Tournament held this weekend at
Paducah.
Murray players won championships in three of the four
divisions.
In the singles, Kathy Outland won the title with a 5-7, 6-3
and 6-3 victory over her mother, Sue. Kathy had reached
the finals by defeating Paducah's Barbara Scott 6-0 and 6-
1 earlier Sunday.
Sue Outland gained her spot in the finals with a 6-4 and 6-
2 semifinal win over Betty Arterburn, another Paducah
player.
In the women's doublei,-Kathy Outland and Patsy
Beauchamp won the title with a 6-9,and 6-1 win over Jackie
Renaud and Arterburn. In the semifinals, Outland-
Beauchamp won 6-2 and 6-1 over Edwiha and Kathyrn
Simmons of Murray.
Del Purcell claimed the championship in the men's
singles with a 7-6 and 6-1 win over Jeff Leeper.
Then in the doubles finals, Leeper got some revenge in
perhaps the best played match in years as he teamed with
Paul Rowton to win over Purcell and Eddie Hunt, 6-7, 7-6
and 7-6.
FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main
with only 27 seconds left in
regulation time on rookie
Gordon Bell's plunge from the
one
Most of last season's win-
ners opened this year's pre-
season play on a successful
note Saturday. Super Bowl
champion Pittsburgh beat
New Orleans 24-14, Baltimore
blanked Cleveland 21-0,
Washington trimmed Atlanta
17-10, St. Louis nipped the New
York sets 13-12, Los Angeles
ruined Tampa Bay's debut 26-
3 and Cincinnati slipped by
Green Bay 23-17. In clashes
between winners, Oakland
edged Super Bowl runnerup
Dallas 17-14 and Miami put
down Minnesota 16-3. In other
games Chicago nudged
Denver 15-14, Detroit defeated
Buffalo 20-17 with O.J. Sim-
pson still absent and San
Diego bounced Philadelphia
20-7.
In the Monday night game,
Houston plays at Kansas City.
Moscow Olympic Games May
Be Challenged By Chinese
By BOB GREEN
AP Sports Writer
MONTREAL (AP) — The
1976 Summer Olympics are
over.
Now the question is, are the
Olympics over? Has the world
outgrown the vision of Baron
de Coubertin, who sought
brotherhood through sports in
founding the modern Games
in 1892? Has, as International
Olympic Committee director
Monique Berlioux said, the
soul has gone out of the
Olympics?
The Games ended Sunday,
as they started more than two
weeks ago, with pomp and
ceremony clouded by con-
troversy and international
political wrangling.
They ended with the Soviet
Union, the host country for the
1980 Games and the country
whose athletes won the most
medals here, accusing Canada
of kidnaping a 17-year-old
diver and angrily demanding
his return to Russian control. •
It was symbolic of the
cow-se of the Games —
athletes serving as pawns in a
larger game, mere walk-on
participants on a global stage
concerned with politics, in-
ternational diplomacy, racial
tensions, wheat deals, fears,
security.
"They have placed an iron
collar on the Olympics," said
Madame Berlioux. "The soul
has gone. The Olympic spirit
is missing."
The next Games are in
Mbstow, four years from now.
There is no way of knowing
how they will fare. There are
reports from China indicating
that enormous natibn, not an
Olympic participant, may
stage conflicting gismea with
invitations to the 28 kfricart- - "I'm glad I don't have to
nations that boycotted the XXI . walk around my neighborhood
Olympiad. looking like a guy."
Beyond Moscovi, the future The East German women






pics among various country,
or give the Games a per-
manent site in Greece.
- Phillip Krurrun, the head of
the United States Olympic
Committee, opposed the latter
suggestion and insisted that
(11 the Games will continue
and (21 the Americans will
improve."The name and the
Games will carry on," he said,
but noticed, "we face some
gigantic problems of
organization."
As to the Americans'
performance, which ended on
a high note Saturday. Krunim
said, "We did better than the
last Olympics against tougher
competition. We spend $1
million a year on team
development. The East
Germans spend $50 million.
We are the only country that
does not have some govern-
ment assistance."
The Americans won eight
gold medals Saturday, five of
them in boxing, for their best
showing of the Games. But
there was disappointment,
too. They lost a couple they
figured to win — Frank
Shorter in the marathon and
Dwight Stones in. the high
Jump.
- •The United States Mashed
with 34 gold medals, 35 silver
and 25 bronze, a total Of 94.
Russia led with a count of 47-
43-35, 125.. •East Germany,
backed by a massive gover-
nment subsidy program,
produced 40-25-25, 90 over-all.
Most of them came from its
women, who dominated the
swimming events almost to




swimmer who won three
silver and a gold, cast a glance
at the broad;shouldered East
German women and sniffed:
won both their relays in the
final day of track and field,
and the American men won
both of theirs.
Harvey Glance, Phoenix
City, Ala.; Johnny Jones,
Lampasas, Tex.; Millard
Twins Sweep Twinbill From
A's, Take Over Second Place
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Minnesota Twins are
simply beside themselves —
and at the same time, right
behind the Kansas City
Royals.
"I guess I enjoy baseball
now as much as ever," says
Manager Gene Mauch.
"ft's almost like we have
someone up there looking out
for us and that's a great
feeling," notes outfielder
Larry Hisle.
"1 really feel good — I'm all
pumped up," exclaims relief
pitcher Tom Johnson.
The Twins' elevated status
in the American League West
is the reason for this natural
high. A prisoner of the cellar
for many years, the Twins are
up in the rarified air of second
place after a doubleheader
sweep over the Oakland A's
Sunday.
"We Just haven't been
winning both games of
doubleheaders for two or three
years," said Hisle after the
Twins whipped their longtime
tormentors, 8-7 in 12 innings
and 6-2. "This series is the
best I can ever remember
being involved in."
The sweep was the Twins'
fourth doubleheader victory
this season and their second in
five days. The one-time West
doormats have now won seven
straight games and 12 of their
last 14.
Coupled with Kansas City's
8-4 loss to the Texas Rangers,
the Twins moved within nine
games of the West leaders. In
other American Leagut
games, the Baltimore Orioles
beat the Detroit Tigers 4-3; the
Boston Red Sox edged the New
York Yankees 5-4; the
Cleveland Indians turned back
the Milwaukee Brewers 4-3 in
10 innings and the Chicago
White Sox defeated the
California Angels 2-1. "
The Twins rallied from a
two-run deficit in the ninth and
came from behind twice in
extra innings , to defeat
Oakland on a bases-bided
walk to Roy Smalley in the
12th inning of their opener.
Hide singled three times,
,drove in two runs and scored
Baker And Lanning Win
At Paducah Road Race
Two Murray Marathoners
took first place in their
divisions in a 10-mile race
Saturday at Paducah.
Amidst a constant rain,
more than 50 runners com-
peted in the 10-mile Paducah
Summer Festival Race which
began and ended at Barkley
Park.
First place in the women's
division wasjaken by Camille
Baker who will be a senior
member of the Murray State
women's track team this fall.
She finished in 69:08. Her
victory was made even better
as there was nearly a four-
minute time difference bet-
ween her and the second place
finisher, former MSU track
star Lissa Moore.
Dr. Adam tanning, a 46-
year-old Murray State
Sociology professor, claimed
first place in the Master's
Division (40-50) in a good time
of 67:56.
Allen Shaw ca Paducah,
former MSU student, placed
18th overall in the men's open
division with a time of 63:40.
Upcoming competition for
the members of the local road
running club include a six-
mile race at Eddyville in late
August and the annual
Andrew Jackson Marathon (26
miles) on September 25 at
Jackson, Tn.
GOLF
SUTTON, Mass. --- Brian
Allin carded a one-under-par
70 over the final 18 holes to nip
Ben Crenshaw by one stroke
and take the $200,000 Pleasant
Valley Golf Classic
another, leading the Twins to
their second-game victory.
Rangers 8, Royals 4
Gaylord Perry survived a
shaky start and scattered 10
hits and Texas handed
southOlivi—Aritly Hassler his
18th straight defeat' in beating
Kansas City. The Royals
collected five hits and three of
their runs off Perry, 10-8, in
the first two innings, but the
crafty righthander settled
down, allowing only one more
run in the ninth.
Orioles 4, Tigers 3
Reggie Jackson's single,
following three two-out walks
in the ninth inning by Detroit
reliever John Hiller, gave
Baltimore its victory over the
Tigers.
Hiller, who earned his 10th
save with three perfect in-
nings of relief Saturday night,
-issued three consecutive
walks after retiring the first
two batters in the ninth and
Jackson's hit was the only one
he allowed in two innings.
RedSq 5, Yankees 4
Rick Burleson doubled in
two, runs in the ninth inning
and scored on a sacrifice fly
by Carl Yastrzemski as the
Red Sox edged New York and
extended the Yankees' losing
streak to three games.
Indians 4, Brewers 3
-4 Ray Fosse's check-swing
bloop single scored Tommy
Smith with the winning run in
the 10th inning, leading
Cleveland over Milwaukee.
Smith opened the 10th with a
single off loser Bill Castro, 3-1,
and took second on a sacrifice.
Fosse followed with his bloop
hit, which landed between
center fielder Gorman
Thomas and second baseman
Gary Sutherland.
White Sox 2, Angels I
Ralph Garr tripled to open
the eighth inning and scored
the winning run on a grounder
as Chicago edged California
behind the five-hit pitching of
Rich Gossage, Gossage, 6-10,
snapped a personal seved-
game losing streak and posted
his first victory since June 9 as
he outdueled Angel ace Frank
Tanana. 12-8, who permitted
only six hits.
Hampton, San Jose, Calif.,
and Ste Riddick,
Philadelphia, won the 400-
meter relay in 38.33 seoonds.
The quartet of Harvey
Frazier, Philadelphia; Bennie
Brown, Malpitas, Calif.; Fred-
Newhouse, Baton Rouge, La.,
and Maxie Parks, Los
Angeles, won the 1,600 meters
easily in 2:58.66.
Those were the fifth and
sixth gold medals collected by
the Americans in track and
field, a sport they once
dominated. They expected to
win the marathon, where
Shorter was defending, and
the high jump, where the
flamboyant Stones holds the
world record:
But an obscure East Ger-
man, a ' converted
steeplechaser named
Waldemar Cierpinski, swept
through a steady rain in an
Olympic record 2 hours, 9
minutes and 55 seconds,
putting Shorter behind him
with about five miles to go in
the 26-mile, 385-yard test.
Shorter took the silver medal
in 2:10:45.8. Lasse Viten, the
bearded Finn who won the
5,000-and 10,000-meter races,
finished fifth in his quest for a
distance triple.
In the high jump, Poland's
Jacek Wszola won at 7 feet, 4%
inches. Stones was third at 7-3.
John_ Walker of New
Zealand won as expected with
a slow, strategic 3:39.17 in the
1.500 meters. Filbert Bayi of
Tanzania, the world record
holder at the distance, was
among the missing. His nation
boycotted the Games.
Ivanka Khristove of
Bulgaria won the only other
track and field gold of the final
day with a throw of 69-5 in the
women's shot put.
John Peterson, a farmer's
son from Comstock, Wis., won
the 180-pound freestyle
wrestling gold medal and his
brother. Ben took the silver at
198 pounds.
There was a brother act in
the boxers, too:Middleweight
Mike Spinks, St. Louis, won
Medal Count
MONTREAL (AP) — Final
Olympic medal s andings.
Gold.. SW . Bro.. Tot
U.S.S.R 47 43 35 12$
E Germany 40 25 25 90
U.S.A. 34 35 25 94
W Germany 10 12 17 39
Japan 9 6 10 25
Pvland 8 6 11 25
Bulgaria 7 8 9 24
Cuba 6 4 3 13
Rumania 4 9 14 27
Hungary 4 ,5 12 21
Finland 4 / 0 fr
Sweden 4 1 a 5
Gr Bri n 3 5 13
I aly 2 7 4 13
Yugo 2 3 - 3 8
C20chiu 2 2 4 8
N Zeiend 2 1 1 4
France 7 2 5 9
S Kurea 1 1 4 6
Sw rrInd 1 1 2 A
Jamaica 1 1 0 2
Norway 1 1 0 2
N Ktirea 1 1 0 2
Denmark 1 0 2 3
Mexicu 1 0 1 2
Trinidad 1 0 0 1
Canada 5 6 11
Belgium 3 3 6
N hrInds 2 3 5
Put- ugal 2 0 2
Spain 2 0 2
Aids ralia 1 4 5.
Iran 1 1 2
Venezuela 1 0 1
Mungvli a 1 0 1
Brazil 0 2 2
Aus ria 0 1 1
Pr 1.1 Rico 0 I .1
Thailand 0 1 1
Bermuda 0 1 1
Pakis an 0 1 I
(Nu e: duplica e medals
awarded in some even SI
his division and older brother
Leon, a U.S Marine stationed
at Camp le)uene, N.C., won
the gold in the light-heavy
class. Leo Randolph, Tacoma,
Wash., won at 112 pounds,
Howard Davis, Glen Cove,
N.Y., took the gold at 132
pounds and Sugar Ray
Leonard. Palmer Park, Mt,
won at 140
The only American loser in
the final round was Army Sgt.
Merles Mooney, Ft. Bragg,
N.C., at 119 pounds. The
United States finished with
five gold, a silver and a
bronze, by far its best boxing
showing ever
The Games closed, Sunday
night with France winning the
equestrian team jumping gold
medal, followed by West
Germany and Belgium.
Only six athletes from each
nation marched in the closing
ceremony Sunday night,
followed by the traditional
lighting of candles, ex-
tinguishing of the Olympic
flame and singing of "Auld
Lang Syne."
Then they took their
memories and their medals
and dispersed to the far
corners of the world.
The memories may be
better than the medals.




Mike Berlin won seven games.
to increase his lead to 199 pins
after four rounds u; the $60,000
Quad Cities Open bowling
tournament.
.Kentucky Lgague Title
Taken By Murray West
Murray West erupted for six
runs in the top of the fourth
inning to claim the Kentucky
League Tournament cham-
pionship Saturday with a 7-5
win over Murray South.
Dennis Thurmond, one of
the more outstanding nini,t;i,
year-olds in the tourney,
worked the first four innings
for the winning West team. He
gave up seven hits and four
runs while chalking up a pair
of strikeouja.
Roger Dunn relieved for the
final tit° innings and did not
allow a hit. He fanned three
batters.
Kelly Calvin worked three
and one-third innings for
Murray South, being charged
with five runs. Rodney Key
faced three men and did not
get anyone out, being charged
with two runs. Mitch Grogan
finished up on the hill for
South and did not give up any
runs while allowing only one
In Trouble
SUMMERVILLE, S.C. (AP)
— A magistrate's hearing is
scheduled today in Sum-
merville, S.C., for former
Citadel basketball star
Rodney McKeever, who was
arrested during the weekend
on charges of forgery and
receivirilt stblen checks.
McKeever, 20, and Joseph
Ness Elliot, 20, both of
Charleston, S.C., were
arrested Saturday after a man
authorities identified as Elliot
tried to pass a stolen check for
$123 at a Summerville grocery
store.
Police said they found other
stolen checks in a car driven




of the year for the 1975-76
season, resigned last April




— England's James Hunt,
driving a Mclaren Ford, led
from start to finish to win the
20th German Grand Prix after
reigning world driving
champion Niki Lauda of
Austria suffered extensive
injuries in a fiery crash.
MOUNT POCONO, Pa. —
Richard Petty, averaging
115.874 miles per hour in his
Dodge, edged Buddy Baker by
50 yards and won a $.135,000
Grand National stock car
race.
hit in his two and one-third
inning stint.
South went up 1-0 in the
home half of the second as
Mitch Grogan singled and
later scored on a wild pitch. In
the top of the third, Kevin
Richardson got a two-out walk
and Steve Beyer followed with
a walk. Richardaon later
scored a passed ball.
Then in the bottom of the
third, South scored four times.
Rick Grogan led off with a
single, Chris Farmer followed
with a walk and Todd Lawson
singled to give South a 2-1
lead.
With one out, Jeff Downey
singled in a pair of ruier and
Kelly Calvin followed with a
run-scoring double.
Trailing 5-1 in the bottom of
the fourth,'West came up with
six big runs to post the final
score on the board.
Mike Daniel led off the in-
ning with a single and Cary
Miller drew a walk.
Jon Mirk Billington singled
for a run and after one man
was out, Billy Collins singled
in a run, making it a 5-si game.
Dennis Thurmond tied the
contest with a two-run single
and Kevin Richardson
followed with a single that put
West ahead 6-5.
After a walk to Beyer,
Roger Dunn then singled In
two more runs and West led by
three.
Over the next two and one-
half innings, neither team
could manage to score.
Catcher Mike Daniel of
Murray West was awarded the
game ball.
The single elimination
tourney featuring four Murray
teams and four Mayfield
teams began Thursday.
Next year, tentative plans
are to have the ilarney in




















































WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APART"ENT Al
DAYTONA BEACH
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Brattleboro, Vt. — Holstein-
Friesian Association of
American reports that Gold
Medal Dam status has been
achieved by Star-Lu Sensation
Mina 7014093-VG, bred and
owned by Charles B. Stark,
Mw-ray, transferred in 1972 to
Sandra Lou Stark, Murray.
This recognition is based on an
animal's ability to transmit
outstanding milk producting
and desireable body con-
formation.
Star-Lou Sensation Mina
qualified on the basis of her
three records averaging, on a
mature quivalent basis, 17,012
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daughters have attained the
following type and producting
records on a mature
equivalent basis: Star-Lu
Fobes Minnie-GP with two
records averaging 19,022 lbs.
of milk and 706 lbs. of but-
terfat; Star-Lu Fobes Winnie-
GP with two records
averaging 17,252 lbs. of milk
and 775 lbs. of butterfat and
Star-Lu Elevation Mindy-VG
with a single record of 23,125




The president of the Ken-
tucky Beef Cattle Association
has predicted the Sept. 7 beef
check-off referendum will
pass by a wide margin.
Smith T. Powell, a Lincoln
County cattleman, • said he
knows of no organized op-
position to the proposal, and
predicted 90 per cent of the
growers will vote yes. He said
a well-financed statewide beef
cattle program is vital to the
future of the industry.
All persons engaged in
Loadstar Sundance-
New top of the line version of
America most-wanted
medium duty truck.
If you want to mix business with pleasure, the
new Sundance is lust what you're looking for.
Taylor Motors, Inc.
So. 4110 St. , 753-1372
commercial cattle production
are eligible to vote in the
referendum, Powell noted.
Complete details as to polling
times and places will be
publicized locally.
If the referendum passes by
the required simple majority,
10 cents per head of cattle sold
on the Commercial market




wishing to participate could
request refunds.
Supporters of the producer-
financed promotional concept
point to the large amount of
money being spent by national
food firms on research and
promotion of meat substitutes.
"Unless we in Kentucky
invest this minurnum amount
in the future of our product,
we may not be able to
maintain our place of im-






series on farm marketing, will
return , to Kentucky
Educational Television this
winter, according to KET
officials.
The series will run 10 weeks
beginning in mid-January,
and will again be co-hosted by
Garvin Quinn and Mike
Feldhaus. •
Grain futures and cash
grain selling will get the most
attention during the
programs, with some added
emphasis this year on
marketing of livestock.
More than 5,000 Ken-
tuckians participated in last
year's series. Several
organizations, including
Kentucky Farm Bureau, the
University of Kentucky and
the Farm Credit Banks,
cooperated with KET in
production and recruitment.
+++
A scheduled expansion of
• Corps of Engineers regulatory
a News Notes For Farmers
authority has been delayed for
60 days by President Ford.
The delay was designed to
allow the U. S. Senate to act on
a House-passed proposal
limiting the Corps' dredge and
fill jurisdiction.
Both the delay, and the
statutory limitation of the
Corps authority, had been
sought by farm officials.
Farmers have feared that the
new Corps authority, brought
about by a federal court order,
could result in limitations on
various farming activities on
land adjoining streams and
wetlands.
The 60-day delay runs out
Sept. 1, at which time the
second of a three-stage ex-
pansion of Corps jurisdiction
will go into effect unless
Congress intervenes. Under





Estate tax reform is
scheduled to take another turn
this week on its long, twisting
road toward Congressional
consideration.
The House Ways and Means
Committee, which has con-
sidered a number of bills and
acted on several amendments,
has agreed to draw up a new
"clean" bill, incorporating the
changes that have been
adopted.
The bill will be introduced
by Chairman Al Ullmary
according to latest reports,
and he will attempt to prohibit
further amendments to the
measure when it is considered
by the full House. The Rules
Committee would have to give
the bill a "closed rule" to
make the limitation effective,
and it is expected to comply
with Ullman's request.
Under the bill's present
form, a graduated .tax credit
would replace the present
specific exemption over a
three-year period. The
eventual credit would be
roughly equal to $150,000
exemption, compared to the
present exemption of $60,000.
The marital deduction would
also be raised, from its
current 50 per cent, to $250,000
or 50 per rent, whichever is
,greater.
The aardvark receives its
name from two Dutch words
meaning larth" and "pig." Its
body is gaped much like a
pig's and it spends its days cur-
led up in a hole in the ground.
Thomas and HArold Houston




Purchase Equipment is best known for ifs products and is most appreciated for its service
Don Chapman Harold Houston Bobby Spit eland
These fine farmers are the satisfied
owners of 15 Internationals
Betty Bennett Kenny Kingins





ill Purchase Equipment, Inc.
Home of Minimal Downtime! Hwy. 94E Phone 753-2215
Sooner Or Later You'll Own International And Once You Do You'll Come Back
•




















from the desk of
Jean W. Clear
WHY JARS DON'T SEAL
If you used. sound canning
jars, good quality canning
lids, up-to-date methods and
the proper processing time,
you shouldn't have trouble
with jars not sealing.
When a jar doesn't seal, it is
probably for one of these
reasons: you used off-
standard jars (such as one-
ATTENTION
MR. FARMER
Do I Pay Taxes
On The Income
Earned by My Account?
The earnings of your account are not
currently taxable. Each dollar of earnings
produces additional dollars which are also
not currently taxable. This tax-free com-
pounding continues until retirement.
When Do_ I Pay Taxes
On My Account?
. .Your account, including prtngtpal and
earnings, is not taxed until you receive your
account in a lump sum, you must include
the entire amount as ordinary income on
the return filed for the year of receipt.
However, you may be eligible to use the
five-year income average provisions
available to all taxpayers.
We would like the opportunity to discuss yrith you.
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
trip jars from the food store;
you used "maverick" jar lids
some' 44 the new off-beat
brands have not yet passed
rigid performance tests), old
lids, used lids,•or rusted and
dented screw bands; you used
a jar with a nicked or cracked
sealing edge; you didn't wipe
the sealing edge clean; you
didn't screw the band tight
enough against the sealing
edge before processing; you
didn't process the jars of food
for the recommended time.
You can take care of. the
problem and reprocess the jar
of food right away, or you can
refrigerate it and eat it within
a few days.
CANNING CABBAGE
Don't can cabbage, broccoli,
" or Brogsels sprouts. Safe
canning calls for using a
pressure canner, and in the
process they get mushy, and
the flavor gets stronger than
you might like. Most canning
manuals don't even give
processing times for these
vegetables. Freeze them
instead.
Cabbage, however, is good
made into sauerkraut or used
in pickle recipes, and can then




If you have the freezer
-space, tuck soipe corn-on-the-
colt into it for a special treat
next wtiter. Choose the best
ears you cart find, with plump
tender kernels ahd thin sweet
milk. Husk, remove silk,
wash, and sort ears accordUig
to size. Heat them in boiling
water; 7 minutes for small
ears, 9 minutes for medium
ears, and 11 minutes for large
ears.
Cool the ears of corn
promptly and very thoroughly
in cold water and then drain.
Pack into freezer containers
— freezer bags are especially
handy for ears of corn. Seal
and freeze immediately.
FREEZING UACHES
These varies of peaches
are good for freezing:,
CoManche, Glohaven, Golden
Jubilee, Redhaven, Sunhaven
and Elberta. If you buy
peaches from a market where
they don't know the variety for
sure, they can probably tell
you if it's a freestone or
clingstone variety. Or cut one
open and find out for yourself.
Freestone peaches usually
make a better frozen product.
To keep peaches from
darkening, freeze them in a
light sugar syrup to which you
have added ks teaspoon
crystalline ascorbic acid for
each quart. If you are freezing
them "dry" with or without
sugar, add ascorbic acid
crystals or powder according
to the directions on the
package.
FREEZING EGGPLANT
Yes, you can freeze
eggplaht satisfactorily. Wash,
peel, and rut it into slices or
cubes. To help keep it from
darkening during freezer
storage, dip it into a solution of
3 tablespoons of lemon juice to
1 quart of water. Blanch in
boiling water for 4 minutes,
then cool under cold running
water. Dip into lemon-juice-
and water mixture again.
Pack eggplant dry in freezer
container, leaving Les-inch
headspace.
Another way to freeze
eggplant is in your favorite
casserole recipe, but don't
plan on keeping it for more
than 2 months in your freezer.
•
Dairy Farmers To Vote
On Change in Payments
The U.S. Department of Agriculture
USDA) will amend the Paducah,
federal milk marketing order con-
cerning seasonal payments to
producers, if the required two-thirds of
affected dairy farmers approve. To find
out if they do, USDA wW poll dairy
farmer cooperatives in the market.
H.L. Forest, dairy official in USDA's
Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS),
said the proposed change is based on a
public hearing April 21 in Paducah. The
hearing was requested by Dairymen,
Inc., a cooperative representing a large
majority of the dairy farmers .serving
the market.
The amendment would change the
"payback" months, under the seasonal
payment plan for producers, from
October through January to September
through December.
The Calloway County High School Chapter of the future farmers of America
dominated the District FFA Dairy Show held recently in Murray as two members took
Grand Championship honors. Sandra Stark, the reigning Calloway County Dairy Prin-
. cess, showed the Grand Champion Holstein-Star tit Elevation Mindy, winner of the
three-year-old cow class. Krit Stubblefield, left, 1976 Purchase Region FFA Star Farmer,
topped the jersey show wittnis aged cow, judges Sleeping Carolina. Stubblefield and
"Carolina" have taken GVarid Championship honors at this show three years in a row.
At right in Kentucky FFA Secritary,Mark Cavitt
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The 1976-1977 FANCY FARM VARSITY CHEERLEADERS — Lava Carrico, Susitilliott, Margaret Thompson, Mart_
Ethel Goatley, Lisa Thompson, Alice Higdon and Kitty cash putt for Panther III.
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The Granddaddy Of All Tractors!
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NEW JOHN DEERE 3300- 4400 - 6600 COMBINES
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Thomas 0. Harris, Com-
missioner, Kentucky
Department of Agriculture,
has announced that a Bovine
Animal Referendum will be
conducted September 7, 1976.
Voting will be in the
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice Office from 9:00 a. m. to
3:00 p. m.( local time).
Any person engaged in the
production of bovine animals
on a commercial basis, in-
chiding the owners of farms on
which bovine animals are
produced, tenants and
sharecroppers sharing in the
proceeds of the sale of bovine
animals shall be entitled to
cast one vote in the referen-
dum provided the producer is
eighteen (18) years of age or
older.
Voting by absentee ballot
ivnr be permissible, provided
the request for an absentee
ballot is made in writing to the
Commissioner-at least ten (10)
• —
A Coosumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
When you go to the super-
market, try to cut down your
"impulse buying"—that's
when you see something
appealing and put it in your
grocery cart even though it
isn't on your shopping list
nor part of your menu plans.
UK Extension foods special-
ists point out that just a few
impulse purchases can add
several dollars to the total
grocery bill.
Canning, freezing and dry-
ing foods at home can be a
big help in cutting the family
grocery bill. For free informa-
tion on the best methods of
home food preservation, stop
by the county Extension
office.
daya•ia advance of September
7, 1976. The absentee ballot
must be signed and returned
to the Commissioner on or
before September 7, 1976,
before' such ballot is counted
in the referendum.
Bovine Animal producers
will vote on whether or not to
have ten cents (10 cents ) per
head deducted for the purpose
of financing a promotional
peogram of research, market
development, and education
designed to increase the
production, use and sale,
domestic and foreign, of
bovine animals and bovine
animal products. This
assessment will be deducted
by the purchaser and sent to
the Kentucky Beef Cattle
Associatidn monthly to ad-
minister the program. If the
referendum passes the
deductions will begin on
November 1, 1976. The
referendum will be held in all
120 counties in the Com-
monwealth.
Presently, Forest explained, 50 cents
a hundredweight is withheld from
producers' payments for milk delivered
to the market from April through July.
Then in each of the following months of
October through January, one-fourth of
the money withheld is paid to the far-
mers. This is to provide incentive to
dairy farmers to maintain an even
production of milk throughout the year.
The proposed change would make the
Paducah payback months the same as
in adjacent federal order markets.
Copies of the decision which is being
submitted for producer approval, are
available from Market Administrator
D. R. Nicholson, 2550 Schuetz Road,
P.O. Box 1485, Maryland Heights, Mo. f)
63043; or from the Dairy Division, AMS,
USDA, Washington, D.C. 20250.
Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest urtiooding facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS .WHEAT
Distributers OE
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS-GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
•
ThfPower You Need... When You Need It!
Wtiek,you purchase a new Case Trac-
tor, and or any reason it breaks down
during your ,01%*,c production seasons (till-
age, planting, harvesting) and we can't
repair it within 48 hours, you'll be supplied
a loaner tractor. You can use this tractor
absolutely free until your unit is ready.
That's Assured Availability, just another
reason when you look for tractor power,






for Your Every Neec!
DWI! N
EVRO
Come in and talk with one of our salesmen; J.H. (liar-





OPEN AT 7:30 A.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY — 1UNCTION 121 AND SEDALIA ROAD
PHONE 247-6020 MAYFIELD, KY. PHONE 753-7452 AFTER 5 P.M.
Beginning in 1347, the Black
Plague wiped out at least one-
quarter of the population of Eu-
rope.
Formers, See Us Before You Buy.
We Nave Several Grain Beds in Stook Now.



















































MU WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS
2 Notice
WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDIANE, 753-
6333.
Did you gat your
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THE L4.51 TIME I WAS ON
71415 DOCK ,f0t) PUSHED ME
















MAWITAAN, BANGALL A '5
CAPITAL AT THE JUNGLE'S









50 FAR, 4i.L17 JAACI 70
BE REALLY MODERN
7S A MAJOR CRLVE WAVE...












be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifies
must be submitted by




problems I find it
necessary to quit my
Watkins business and
dispose of all my stock.
Most of my Watkins
products are reduced to
cost and some items
below cost price for
quick sale. Thanks to all
of you who have
patilhited me in the
past.It has been* my
privilege to have served




Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
- Call 75.1272.
Wcillpoperi ng Did









Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
5. lost And Found
LOST - MARLIN 30-30
SN7216206 $50.90
reward. Call 474-2276.




in my home. Beginning
August 23. Call 753-8836.
WANTED MATURE
experienced babysitter
in my home. For one
child. Beginning August
23, own transportation,






















ABOUT 7V_IfE MADE UP. ENOUGH FOR A
STARTER. Nows
MAW' TAAN „ . POP, IT SOUNO, BC)Y5Soo,poo - to BANKS,
it JEWELRY STORE5,
24 SUPERMARKETS.
.A4A-r's AN 'IF r LOAN,
•
IF I CAN PAY IT BACK
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Ackerson at the job site
at 9:00 a. m., August 2,
1976. Joe M. Rodgers
and Associates, P. .o.
Box 17387, Nashville,














per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if









Murray would like to
find a second mother or
grandmother for child.
For further information.
Call 7534365 between 8




Only 4-10 hours weekly
with complete company
training & location set-
up. Investment of $600-




I am looking for
women who are in-
terested in earning
$200.00 a month or
more part time. Call
753-8970 between 2 p.
m. and 4 p. m. for in-
terview appointment.
10 Business Opportunity






over $190,000 year, price





local wee. We need its
associate to own aid
operate • rafts of Turista
opackialsi-ilesirs•d ex-
clasIvely for seeding
9triplays S, Tk Toss,
niats,1taisids, etc. Ported
tar man or wassat, pgrt
nod or fisil tie*. $2,700 re
$17,500 task reeeired,
secured 61. iayontery end
opoipsmart. Write (incirelks•
piano eel or cell 214-241-
0114. First Mafiosos!
Morketiag and Cseasaiting
Inc., 13509 triad Vier,
Dell's, Texas 75234.
14. Want To Buy
FEATHERBEDS WANT-
ED, duck and goose.
Highest prices ever.
Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky
42453. Give location. Will
call.
15 Articles For Sale
SEARS 9 cu. ft. upright
freezer, very new. $150.
Call 767-6296.
LADLES CLOTHES. Size
10. Shoes size 71/2. Call
753-5482.
FOR SALE: 7 h. p. riding
lawn mower, bought
new last summer. $150
354-8496.
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
15 Articles For Sale
FFROM WALL TO




















velvet living room suite.
$150. Call 753-9021.
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
211 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to
choose from. Call 753-
4566. We deliver.
EARLY AMERICAN sofa
and chair. $65. Call 753-












FOR SALE - range, $100.
Refrigerator, 875.




room suite, 2 bedroom
suites, one is bunk beds,
dining room table and








and Service, 500 Maple











FOR ALL YOUR fencing
..eeds. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
961 DIESEL Ford tractor
and breaking plow. Call
753-5612.
TWO ROW John Deere
corn head. 244 New




BMA6, 3 speed, 27" like













tubes, $200. Call 767-
6296.
THREE SPEED bicycle.
Like new. $50. Call 767-
2357.
14. F1'. JON boat, 1976
model, 91/2 Johnson
motor. 1973 Model and
trailer. $800. Also 14 trot



















100 South 13 Street
Flies, Roaches.






732 Irvin Cobb Road.
Phone 436-5894.
SNAPPER MOWER, 5
h.p. 26" cut, excellent
condition. Priced to sell.
Call 753-2958.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1443-7323.
FOR SALE - Choice
mature beef from steers
fed grain 6 months or
longer. Sides will run 250
lbs. apd up. If you want
locally grown, well-
marbled, and naturally
tender beef at a price
that doesn't even cover
the feed Nile, call 753-
6567.
21.Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM all
electric mobile home.
$50 deposit. $125 month.
Water, garbage pickup
and lawn mower fur-
nished. Call 753-2377.






lake cottage by Sep-
tember 1st. Call 753-2.80
10 a.m.-7 P.m.














32 Apartments Far Rent
For Rent
Nice furnished apart-
ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.
Call 753-5865 Of 753-
5108 after 6 p. m.
Large apartment for 8
girls. Each has private
bedroom and living
room. For information
Call: 753-5865 or 753.
5108 after to p. m.
VURNISHED APART-
MENT for rent. All
utilities paid. Can be


















33. Rooms For Rent
FOR BOYS with kitchen
facilities. Call 436-5479
34 Houses For Rent
HOUSE, FOUR rooms




with bath. Gas heat, $80
per month in Hardin.
Call 753-4661.
3* 1- R.lit Or Lease




TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very





C, shots, and wormed.





puppies. $125. Call 753-





One -- -year old.
Registered. Must sell
because of move. $100.
Call 753-8495.
POODLE CLIPPING and
dog grooming at my
farm., - Call 436-2,5 1 0
Thursday, in town at
7453-4551, Connie Lampe.
40. Produce
GREEN BEANS AND -





oddr and ends, 307 N.




August 5, 6, and 7. 8 a.
m. in Stella. Red brick
house in front of Stella
Trailer Park. 1972 - 450































































Like new 3 bedroom, 2
bath, home with lovely
courtyard and land-





with dining area, at-













all built-ins in kitchen.
You have to go in this
house to appreciate it.









heat. Two car garage.
-Zoned B 3 Close to
downtown priced under
$20,000.
Five acres with two
bedroom frame home
within city limits.









FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 75341111 or
call any of our
salespeople: Reuben







Shopping - new listing,
only one block from
downtown, groceries,
stores and restaurants.
Two bedroom home of
good construction and








Liihatelk.  lEavalE 110 71:1
43 Reo
844' x 1137' BEAUTIFUL
wooded tract of land
located in Kentucky
Lake area. County road
runs thru this parcel and
can be divided into 7
large building site*.
May be purchased fer
only $3995 with $40 dowp
and $40 per month. Also
have larger tracts of
land that may be boughi
with a small down
payment and mon0
payments to suit the
buyer. For directions to
Inspect phone Robert E.
Thornburg at 436-5320.
44. Lots For Sale




lot. 150 ft. frontage x200




45. Farms For Sale
I
315 ACRES- 2211 acres
1011 feaced,filleble, scree
faeces berm, 14 s 64 feel
bunk 2shed, stock pooh,
1111111111111, tabor:co Yeses (6




a berdweed goers, 2carpet
1cor prop, we& wile
Seed ef Sell My. $1T1A1011
• A rawly predective form
I'll pay Ter Itself le se




46. Homes For Sale
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
int zrested in selling
your property.
FANTASTIC BUY! ! !
Subdivision at Junction
of Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13,4 baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857.











Identical 1973 Valiant DOsters, 8,000-10,000
miles. Used for city delivery here in Murray.
These 6 cylinder automatics are great for gas
mileage.
Storting price $3.660. $2100. Spilt. 82200.
To be reduced 6100.00 each week until all are
sold.
Black Wkifli Sok' Goid
Gray Tan light Green








For all complete hill size cars delivered
to,.,






"ANP IF ELECTED TO COhIGRESS I
PROAA15E YOU - - -"
46 Homes For Sale
HOUSE AND 51/4 acres
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40z
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641
North, 4 miles out of
Murray. Call 753-5618.
NICE COMFORTABLE,
3 bed4om brick, kit-
chen-den combination,




after 4-30 p.m. Priced
under $30,006.
NICE TWO bedroom




nished, on city water
and near Country Store.
Also $9,500. Call 753-
9498.
OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all built-
ins, electric heat and
air, lausdry room and





Ps baths, central heat







room one car garage.
Near University.
Phone 753-8580 or 436-
2257 after 1 PM
week days or anytime
on weekends.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage attached,
apple trees, 2 -small
outbuildings, garden
spot, on over 1 acre. Two
miles South of Bel Mr
Shopping Center on 641.
Call 753-0154.
BY OWNER - Extra nice





bedrooth, 2 bath home
near high school. Call
753-6496.
41.Motorcycles






1975 HONDA 400 F Super
Sport. 3300 miles. Call
7534445 after 5.
on YAMAHA 350. Must
sacrifice, $200. Call 767-
2357.
1972 HONDA CB 250.3,000
miles, $650. 1973 Honda,
CB 500, with 3,000 miles.
$1050. Call 753-6000.
1173 125 CZ Motocross




FOUR MAC, Wheels with
mounted radials. $60.
Fits GM cars. Cal) 753-
3704.
48 Automottte Servtce










$15.99 plus $1.74 FE Tax.
C77.413", $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE Tax. E78x14",
$18.25 plus $2.27 FE Tax.
F78x14", $18.95 plus
$2.39 FE Tax. G78x14"
or 15", $20.88 plus 82.58
FE Tax. H78x15", $21.99








$2.69 FE Tax. GR78x14"
or 15", 637.92 plus $2.97
FE Tax, HR781.15",




Ones with Raised White
Letters. Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. G70x14" or 15",
$25.78 plus $2.87 FE Tax.
G60x14" or 15", $27.59
plus $3.01 FE Tax.
L60x14" or 15", $30.46
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway Tread, Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. 700x15" 6 ply,
$24.36 plus $2.83 FE Tax.
750116" 8 ply $31.23 plus
$3.59 FE Tax. Tractor
type 4 ply G78x15",
$21.04 plus $2.58 FE Tax
or 1178x15", $22.58 plus
$2.80 FE Tax. 700x15" 6
ply, $28.27 plus $3.16 FE
Tax. 750x16" 8 ply,
$37.39 plus $3.95 FE Tax.
Wallin Hardware. Paris,
Tenn.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 BUICK Electra. Full




with air. Good radial
tires. !650.00. Phone 354-
6691.
FOR SALE 1973 Monte
Carlo Landau, maroon,
cruise control, radials,
stereo 8. $2500. Phone
753-6682.
1171 CHEVY Pickup with
307 V-8 motor,, straight
shift, good gas mileage.







engine. Clean. Call 489-
2195.
19. Used Cars & Trucks
1172 BLACK Monte Carlo,
power steering and




steering and brakes and




753-5738 after 5 o'clock.
1172 VEGA GT. 1989
Camaro Chevrolet. Call
436-2197.





$3775. Call 4744842 after
5 p.m.





1179 CAMARO 396 35014. '
engine. Four speed.
Bronze with black vinyl
top. $950. Call 753-5612.
IMO MUSTANG. Call 753-
3751.
1972 PINTO Runabout, 1
owner car, automatic,




after 6 p.m. 753-3135.
1968 PLYMOUTH,
Excellent mechanical







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-2310 for free
estimates.
WOULD LIKE yards to
mow or trimming or
other odd jobs. Call 489-
7471.
BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For










MUST SELL 1971 Dodge- --
Sportsman Van.
Customized, five
thousand miles on new
motor. Cheap. Can be




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
ENJOY SUMMER - Fall
camping. In like new 16
ft. Travel Trailer, sleeps





fair tires, complete with
furniture and 44 gallon
water tank. $900. Call
753-3511.
51.ServIces Offered
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4633,
after 8 p. Call 1-354-
8161 or 1-3544138.
KIRBEY CARPET
CARE clean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free




Invites you to join the ever expanding ranks of
freelance press agents and photographers. Your
membership entitles you to our PRESTIGIOUS
PRESS CARD which admits you free and of-
ficially to all sporting events, exhibitions,
cinemas, theatres etc., whilst carrying out
assignments of YOUR CHOICE on our behalf.
Your published materials will receive very
generous fees. Annual membership is still only
U. S. $15. Send cheques/Money Orders to
UNIVERSAL READER SERVICES
(International Publishers' Represen-
tatives), 144a Brampton Road, London









_ awnings, car porches
and roofs - seirded. Call'





















and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 753-8343.


















vice. No job too small.






Call 753-4124, South 4th









%Kew iv. used sepplies,
egeipoieurr er service cell se.
Gemini is wises we be**
hest. We hone storm elision
awl e1$er deeming eipsipeseet
fer rest, er if yee prefer we
will clean veer carpels end








struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.




will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, call after 4




- Call 753-0076. •
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and








wprk needs call John




bank gravel. Call 436-
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.












Jim Adams Food Liners
Dial-A-Service












Prices start at $386.00.
Complete, floored,
ready to use.
Large stock to choose




Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control










































Ofiturs if it has an engine we
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after 5 p. m. or weeken-
ds. Your choice of color
and materials.
Hurricane Straps.
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Delegate Fight Continues With Rev. John Marine
Speaker At Kirksey
Convention Two Weeks Away Church Wednesday
7 
Rev. John Marine of Pon-
WASHINGTON (AP) —
With the Republican National
Convention two weeks away,
the delegate fight continues in
the trenches between the
political armies of President
Ford and Ronald Reagan.
Although both sides boast
they have enough votes lined
up to ensgre victory in Kansas
City, most independent tallies
show neither candidate with
the 4,130 delegates needed but
with Ford ahead and inching
closer.
In the past week the battle
has raged„over Reagan's
choice of a ttberal,Republican,
Sen. Richard' Schweiker of
Pennsylvania, to be his
running mate. Some con-
servative backers of the. 
formerCalifornia governor
expressed dismay over the
selection.
, But on Sunday Reagan's
campaign manager, John
Sears, insisted the move has
not backfired. -We haven't
lost any delegates, not a one,"
said Sears on ABC's "Issues
and Answers."
He promised to make an
announcement today that he
said would prove the Sch-
weiker selection has enhanced
Reagan's standing with GOP
delegates from the Northeast.
Reagan and Schweiker plan to





Sears' optimism on NBC's
"Meet the Press," while
Pennsylvania's senior
senator, Hugh Scott, said
Reagan's choice of a running
mate was "a very fortunate
thing" for Ford.
"It almost immediately
cinched the nomination for
him," said Scott, a Ford
backer. Scott claimed the
President already has 1,141
votes locked up.
Over the weekend, the latest
Associated Press delegate poll
showed Ford with 1,105 votes,
Reagan with 1,025 and 131
uncommitted..
Time Magazine says it
counts 1,126 for Ford and 1,046
for Reagan. Newsweek put
Ford at 1,129 and predicted the
President would have 1,166
votes by the first ballot in
Kansas City.
Both Ford and Reagan spent
Sunday relaxing in their
respective Washington and
California homes. Meanwhile,
Jimmy Carter, the man they
hope to beat, wq proving
himself the scourte of the
softball field in his native
Plains, Ga.
Carter, continuing a post-
Democratic convention break,
and his Secret Service
bodyguards were-taking on all
corners in softball. On Sunday,
with the 51-year-old
Democratic nominee on the
mound, they rolled up their
sixth and seventh straight
Deaths jutd Funerals
Mrs. Green Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Held On Sunday
Mrs. George L. ( Thelma
Louise) Green of Murray
Route Seven died Friday at
1:20 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 62 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of the
Latter Day Saints. Born May
7, 1914, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the
late Elmer Davenport and
Jeanneta Starks Davenport.
She was married December
25, 1933 to George L. Green
who survives.
Survivors include her
husband, Geroge L. Green;
one daughter, Mrs. Cornelia
Kenyon, Murray; two sons,
George L'. Gmen, Jr.,
Westland, Mich., and Prince
E. Green, Greenbrier, Tenn.;
three sisters, Mrs. Lela
McCuiston, Murray, Mrs.
Pearl Elkins, Hazel, and Mrs.
Audra Elkins, Murray Route
Five; one brother, Rexie
Davenport, Hazel Route Two;
eight grandchildren; three
great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at LeDon
Chapel Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with Bro. Ray
Middleton, Bro. Emmery
Jennings, and Bro. Billy
Dunlap officiating. Burial was





Funeral services for Mrs.
Lorren Puckett Walston of
Dexter are being held today at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Linn Funeral Home, Benton,
with Rev. Eura Mathis and
Rev. Steve Shapperd of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Brooks Chapel Cemetery in
Calloway County. •
Mrs. Walston, age 77, died
Saturday at 3:25 a. m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
She was the widow of Ocus
Puckett and Mac Walston.
Born May 1, 1899, she was the
daughter of the late James A.
Lowery and Emiline Jackson
Lowery.
Survivors are one son,
Aaron J. Puckett, West-
minister, Calif.; one stepson,
Johnny Gus Walston, Murray
Route Two; two step-
daughters, Mrs. Marell Jacob
and Mrs. Louise Halwe, both
of Chicago, Ill.; two sisters,
Mrs. Lola Walston, Reidland,
and Mrs. Almeda Wilson,
Taylor, Mich.; four grand-
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Sonnie L. Hudspeth, age 88,
of 507 South Second Street,
Murray, died Friday af-
ternoon at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The deceased was the son of
the late Luella and Dave
Hudspeth and was a member
-of_ the Waymon Chapel A. M.
E. Church.
Survivors are one brother,
John D. Hudspeth, Toledo,
Ohio, three nieces, six
nephews, and several cousins
and friends.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at two p. m. at
the Waymon Chapel Church.
The Rutledge Funeral Home




Victory vs. defeat. Victory is not always com-
mendable. And surely, defeat need not be
disgraceful.
In human experience, there are levels in both vic-
tory and, defeat. For example, when we see a
bewildered man defeated because he lacked the
courage to win, we pity his pathetic picture. But,
when we see a courageous man going down to defeat
after trying his best to win, we glory him in defeat.
At times it can even be a tragic defeat. This is
especially true if a principle of justice, integrity,
fair play or personal honor is involved.
None of us can win every time. How we lose is of-
ten more important than how we win. V/ succumb
or be subdued because we lack the courage for the
struggle to win is the only time disgrace can be
linked to defeat. Actually, it is possible to win when
one loses...






Mrs. Kittie Donelson of 507
Poplar Street, Murray, died
Sunday at her home. She was
77 years of age and the widow
of Lee Donelson.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church and had
been employed at Wallis
Grocery. Born October 21,
1898, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
William Thomas Short and





Park, Mich., and Mrs. Mary
Louise Johnston, Dexter;
sistetain-la w, Mrs. Pearl
Short, Murray; one niece Mrs.
Willodean Colson, Almo Route
One.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 2:30 p. m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Dr.
James.Fisher officiating and
Jerry Moody providing the
music. Burial will be in the
Stewart Cemetery.





Mrs. Mary Lucy Coleman of
Highland Park, Mich., for-
merly of Calloway County,
died Saturday at six a. m. at a
Detroit, Mich., hospital. She
was 82 years of age.
The deceased was born
February 19, 1894, and was the
daughter of the late James
Parham and Missouri Rowlett
Parham.
Mrs. Coleman is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Will D.
(Virginia) Geurin, Royal Oak,
Mich., and Mrs. John (Mary
Lee) Laterry, Fort Lauder-
dale, Fla.; five sons, Lucian of
Tiffin, Ohio, James of
Kalamazoo, Mich., William of
Jacksonville, Ark., Bruce of
Rodiester, Mich., and Gene
Coleman; one sister, Mrs.
Rene Hicks, Highland Park,
Mich.; fifteen grandchildren;
ten great grandchildren.
The body is being returned
to the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home where funeral
services will be held Tuesday
at one p. m. with Rev. Leon
Penick officiating.
Pallbearers will be Herman
Lovins, Joe Pat Coleman,
Billy Coleman, Zane Coleman,
Harty Culpepper, and
Raymond Hamlin. Burial will
be in the New Concord
Cemetery.
Visitation will be from seven
to nine p.m. tonight (Monday)
at the funeral home.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market news service
August 2, 1470
Kentucky Purchase Arta Hog Market
Report includes 11 buying stations
Receipts: Ad 1058 Fat 4110 Rarrnws &
Gilts .50-1.00 lower Sows steady .50 lower





1)11 3-4 Mai this.
Sows
US 1-2 170-350 Lbs .02-31 .50
US I -3 3004.50 .01411.50
US 14 450450 Lbs. . 111.3047.6)tev3"
US 2-3 300-500 Lbs 1134 50-0000
Boars 21 00-30 50
victories against a local black
all-star squad and a media
team:
Carter was meeting today
with advisers to plot cam-
paign strategy and work out a
schedule. On Tuesday he
travels to New Hampshire to
redeem a pledge to return he
made after winning the
February primary there. On
Wednesday he meets with the
Democratic National Com-
mittee in Washington.
Ford played host at the
White House last week to
sever,a1 GOP state
delegations. Although no
receptions are scheduled this
week, Ford and his backers
are expected to continue
canvassing uncommitted
voles by phone. Heals° will be
awaiting responses to a letter
he sent Saturday to all GOP
delegates and alternates
asking them to list their first
five choices for the' second
spot on the ticket.
tiac, Mich., will be the special
guest speaker and soloist at
the Kirksey United Methodist
Church on Wedresday, August
4, at seven p.m.
The speaker, son of Mrs.
Murine Marine and the late
Chester Marine, formerly of
Calloway County, is now
serving as pastor of the North
Perry Baptist Church at
Pontiac. He is the grandson of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Marine and Mr. and Mrs. John
Key, all of Calloway County.
Rev. Marine received his
BRE degree frolh Midwestern
Baptist College and is now
studying for his THB degree.
He has done special work with
the youth at the Pontiac
church.
The public is invited to
attend this song and lecture
service on Wednesday evening
at the Kirksey church, a
spokesman for the church
said. The service will be
especially directed toward the
youth.
Death Toll Rises To
502 After Weekend
By The Associated Press
Kentucky:s annual traffic
death toll ease to 5021.ss ten
persons died in state-highway
accidents over the weekend,
state police and local
authorities said. -
Mrs. Jeannette P. Smith, a
Louisville pianist, was killed
Sunday on her 63rd birthday
when she was thrown from her
car after it collided with
another vehicle on U.S. 42,
Louisville police said.
Police said Susan
McCracken of Lexington died
Sunday when the car in which
she was riding struck a tree in
Lexington.
Another Sunday .morning
accident resulted in the death
of Richard A. Pearl, 19, of
Fisherville, police said. They
said Pearl was killed when the
car in which he was a
passenger collided with
another vehicle on Interstate
64, one mile west of Midway in
Woodford County.
Sherry Dawn Carter, 3, of
Fancy Farm, died Saturday
night when the car driven by
her mother, Mrs. Wandy




WASHINGTON ( AP ) — A
10-acre land purchase has
helped the Lexington Armed
Forces Reserve Training and
Development Center move a
step closer to becoming a
reality, Rep. John B.
Breckinridge, D-Ky., says.
Breckinridge said the latest
step toward realization of the
project was the Defense
Department's recent
acquisition of land formerly




reserve center, which will be a
combined army, navy and
marine corps facility, has





Bobby Malone and Wayne
Williams of the Murray State
University Department of
Instruction and Learning
attended the Second Annual
Seminar in Educattonal
Administration and Super-
virion Auburn University of
Montgomery July 25-27.
The theme of the meeting
was "The Administrator As
The Instructional Leader."
The major presentations
came from Dr. J. Lloyd
Trump. Dr. Trump is
Emeritus Executive
Secretary for the National
Association of Secondary
School Principals and an
internationally known
teacher-educator for forty-
five years. Other participants
were Dr. Bobby Malone of
Murray State: Dr. Robert
Masson of Auburn University
at Montgomery and Dr. John...
Arnold of Delta State in
Mississippi. •
Dr. Trump presented many
items that are contained in his
most recent publication en-
titled "A School For
Everyone."
Two persons were killed
Saturday night, police said, in
a head-on crash near
Morehead on Interstate-64.
Police identified the victims
as James Price, 54, of
T.exiinfteli, and Mrs. Kathy
Roxsby, 54; of Woodfield,
Ohio.
Paul Trosper, 19, of Harlan,
died Saturday morning when
the car he was driving ap-
parently went over an em-
bankment on U.S. 119, six
miles from Pineville in Bell
County, police said.
A 34-year-old Lexington
man, James Collins, died
Saturday morning when his
car went off Interstate 75,
about eight miles south of
Williamsburg in Whitley
County, police said.
On Friday, Teresa K.
Brothers of Garrison was
struck and killed on Kentucky
10 within the Garrison city
limits in Lewis County, police
said.
Police said Rickey L.
Postlewait, 18, of Owensboro,
died Friday night in a Davies§
County accident.
Pockets Clown Feature
For Story Hour Here
Wednesday morning &tory
Hour at the Calloway County
Public Library will feature.
Pockets the Clown from ten to
eleven a. m. Pocket's act is
professional and all children
are invited to attend.
The afternoon story hour




Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as fallow.:
Heublein Inc 50% ..1-%
Ea uf man & Broad 
Ponderosa Systems, 9% enc.
Kimberly Clark 42% WIC.
Union Carbide 113% -1%
W. R. Grace 27% inc.
Texaco 274 +4
General Bloc 54% one.
Gat Corp 15% +%
Georgia Pacific 47% -41
Pfizer 20% +4
Jim Walters 31% -%
Kirsch 14% ratc.
Disney  444 -%
Franklin Mint 31 -1
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the iadee• si
Tunft; by I. M. Simon Co. are as !Wows: '
Irxiustrial Avg.  -2.10
Airco  
Amer. Motors 41% -%
























James Adams (third from left) and Gerald Bowden (fifth from left) are presented with
IGA Regional Retailer of the Year award by IGA President William E. Olsen (second
from left) on the stage of Arie Crown Theatre in McCormick Place in Chicago during
the voluntary food organization's 50th Anniversary Convention. Participating in the
ceremony are the winners' wives, Mrs. Joyce Bowden (right) and Mrs. Pat Adams, and
also John Brizendine, general manager of Wetterau's Greenville, Ky., division.
Adams, Bowden Named Wieners
By IGA Retailers Association
James Adams and Gerald
Bowden, who operate five IGA
stores in Kentucky and
Tennessee, have been named
regional winners in IGA
Retailer of the Year corn- •
petition at the IGA 50th
Anniversary Convention in
Chicago.
They were named the
Southern Regional winners in
a ceremony on Monday, July
26th at McCormick Place's
Arie Crown Theatre. During
the ceremony, William Sch-
wab of Indiana was named the
IGA National Retailer of the
Year, and three other regional
winners were honored: Clyde
Martin of Illinois, the Central
Regional winner; Richard
Steck of Wyoming, the
Western Regional winner; and
Ron Paradis, the Eastern
Regional winner.
As winners of the Southern
Regional award, Adams and
Bowden were cited for out-
standing achievement, they
received IGA National
Retailer award rings, white
blazers with a crest in-
dentifying them as regional
winners, and an Anniversary
Plaque containing 50 pen-




Adams and Bowden became
partners after Adams bought
an interest in a new store in
Murray, in 1963. Jerry
Bowden worked in the meat
department, and he later
acquired an interest in the
store. That started a
relationship which has con-
tinued over the years, with the
organization flourishing until
there are now five stores in
two states. Two of the stores
are located in Murray. The
two partners are active in
community and industry
groups: the National
Association of Retail Grocers,
Rotary Club, the Chamber of




David D. Thorne, 19, son ot
Mr. and Mrs. William David
' Thorne of Route Dexter, has
been promoted to his present
rank while serving with the
First Marine Division, Camp
Pendleton, Calf.
A 1975 graduate of Calloway
County High School, he joined




The annual Vacation Bible
School will start tonight
(Monday) at the Brooks
Chapel United Methodist
Church, located east of Dexter
Just off Highway 1346.
Classes for nursery through
adults will be held from seven
to nine p.m. each evening
through Friday, August 6.
Awards will be presented
Friday night and the men of




by William M. Boyd
You've heard the expression:
"As Rich as Croesus"? This
refers to an early king of
Lydia.. now Turkey.. who was
the first to make coins of refined
gold, in the Sixth Century B.C.
If it's a long time between pay days, maybe you need to
start a savings account to take care of expenses when
month is left money is gone. Stop in for details.
PEOPLEt/BANIE
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DO-IT-YOURSELF WILL KIT









IN HANNAN SHOPPING PLAZA
at Leine Ook Rood A Highway 62
4
